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Abstract

Most of the real-time applications use user data protocol (UDP) as their
transport protocol. The reason is that UDP does not provide flow control or
error recovery and does not require connection management. Consequently
it is a fast protocol suitable for applications that only need to transmit little
data or for delay sensitive applications. Nevertheless, UDP has a major
drawback, if some packets are dropped then there is no way to recover them.
Some applications as video or audio could accept lower quality and most of
the times the lost of some packets is less critic than the delay introduced by
error recovery methods. Since more applications with real-time constraints
such as video image and audio are introduced both over the wired Internet
and over wireless some improvements should be made in order to obtain
better performance.

The main contribution of this thesis is to study an intermediate solution
providing more reliability to the communication between applications run-
ning on top of UDP and at the same time support its fast connection quality
using already existing protocols. In order to obtain it, real-time transport
protocol (RTP) has been chosen as upper level protocol (to provide ”flow
control”) and an adaptive forward error correction (AFEC) technique has
been studied (to provide error management). The idea of AFEC is to inject
an adaptive amount of redundancy packets in every sent block (or data-
gram)in order to achieve a desired recovery rate at the receiver without us-
ing any retransmission mechanism. The sender dynamically uses feedback
information from the receiver to decide the optimal amount of redundancy
to introduce in every sent block. This decision task is managed by a control
system at the sender side. Using the network simulator, ns-2, the perfor-
mance of three different controllers using AFEC is evaluated. The results
show in various scenarios that the amount of discarded blocks due to the
corruption of some of its packets (block loss probability after decoding) de-
crease considerably when the AFEC mechanism is introduced.
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Glossary

ACK Positive ACKnowledge
A/D Analog to Digital
AFEC Adaptive Forward Error Correction
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UDP User Data Protocol
UDP/IP Internet Protocol over User Data Protocol
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Nowadays Internet is the most popular and the most used open-system net-
work all over the world. It allows fast and totally connected communication
between any computer in any part of the world.

Transmission control protocol (TCP) and user data protocol (UDP) are
the core of today’s Internet Transport Layer. Normally TCP data units are
called segments and UDP data units are called datagrams. In this thesis
datagrams are also referred to as blocks.

Of both, TCP/IP is the most popular protocol suite because it provides
stream data transfer reliability(is a connection oriented protocol),efficient
flow control, full-duplex operation and multiplexing[2]. For UDP protocol
some of the TCP protocol functions have been eliminated and no error or
flow control is provided(non connection oriented protocol).

The choice among TCP or UDP both running on top of IP networks
depends on the particular application.

For real-time traffic(i.e voice and video)where no big delays are allowed
or for simple systems where TCP can not be implemented, UDP/IP is the
preferred one. Also UDP is preferred to TCP in network applications that
have very small data units to exchange and want to save processing time.
UDP does not need a prior advertising, negotiation or preparation for the es-
tablishment of the connection. Just send the datagram and hope the receiver
will be able to handle it. Since the UDP protocol is an unreliable protocol
and therefore it does not send any message to confirm the correct reception
of the datagrams,it is suitable for multicast or broadacast data transmission.
In these kind of transmissions the reception of confirmation packets could
collapse the sender because for each sent packet the sender would receive
as many confirmations as destinations have received the packet. Therefore,
UDP has as advantages fast connection(no connection management) and a
small charge of the network(no confirmation messages)but has a major dis-
advantage,many packets get lost. For real-time applications this packet loss
sometimes is not critical. For instance, in voice communications it is not so
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important to receive all the packets correctly because probably the human
ear will not be capable of distinguishing whether some packets have been
lost or not. Nevertheless, in applications where the correct and tidy receipt
of the packets is indispensable, such as files transfer, TCP protocol has to
be used.

The main contribution of this thesis is to study an intermediate solu-
tion providing more reliability to the communication between applications
running on top of UDP and at the same time support its fast connection
quality using already existing protocols. In order to get it, Real-time trans-
port protocol (RTP) has been chosen as upper level protocol (to provide
”flow control”) and an adaptive forward error correction (AFEC) technique
has been studied (to provide error management).

The idea of AFEC is to inject an amount of redundancy packets in every
sent block (or datagram) in order to achieve a desired recovery rate at the
receiver without using any retransmission mechanism.

The specific amount of redundancy is updated by the sender based on
channel loss probability measurements. These ones are made by the recep-
tor when a new block is received. The receiver send this information to
the sender who is the one in charge of updating the necessary amount of
redundancy. Thus, if a block turns out to be corrupt by the loss of some of
its packets, the receiver will be capable of recovering the lost information if
and only if no more than the amount of introduced redundancy packets has
been lost or corrupted.

The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes the features of
the UDP protocol and the RTP protocol. It also describes AFEC mech-
anism and some feedback control systems. Chapter 3 shows the problem
formulation . The implementation issues are discussed in chapter 4 and the
experimental evaluation in chapter 5. Chapter 6 ends the thesis with the
conclusion and future work.

Also some appendix has been included with the aim to facilitate the la-
bor of those who want to continue on this line of research or of those who
want to know in a more detailed way how all the parts of the communication
scheme have been implemented in the different programming languages.

Appendix A explains briefly the tools and programs used. C++ code for
the sender is shown in Appendix B ans C++ code for the receiver is shown
in Appendix C. Finally Appendix D provides the Otcl code for the network
simulation.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 User Datagram Protocol (UDP)

2.1.1 UDP Segment Structure

UDP is a connectionless protocol that runs on top of IP networks. It is a
very simple protocol that is useful for applications that require small delays
or for applications where the lost of a packet is not so important. Therefore,
UDP allows the fastest and the most simple way of transmitting data to the
receiver.

The Characteristics of the UDP protocol are the following[3]:

• UDP does not guarantee the reliability. UDP is a so called best-effort
protocol because it only transmits messages through the network to
an specified receiver’s port but the receipt of the messages cannot be
assured.

• UDP does not provide sequence number management. As a conse-
quence of that, if the messages arrive in a untidy way, with some
delay,duplicated or does not arrive, the receiver will not be able to
detect it. As will be detailed later the protocol in charge of providing
sequence number control is the RTP protocol running on top of UDP.

UDP data units are called datagrams. Each UDP datagram is composed
of a header and a payload(user data). In the payload the data coming from
the layer above is encapsulated.

The following figure shows the header structure, Fig. 2.1 :
Where the header fields have the meaning:

• The fields source port and destination port have 16 bits each. They
identify the source computer application and destination computer ap-
plication respectively. Since UDP is a non connection oriented protocol
the source port field is optional.
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Destination Port

16  310

Source Port

ChecksumLength

Figure 2.1: UDP header

• The length field have 16 bits. It indicates the UDP datagram length
including the header. The maximum UDP datagram length is 65.515
bytes.

• Finally the checksum field is an optional field. It protects the header
and the data1.

2.1.2 How does UDP work?

UDP/IP provides a best-effort delivery, transmitting data, but without er-
ror recovery. As a consequence of that the operation of UDP is very sim-
ple: just send the datagram without need to previously establish any con-
nection. Therefore, UDP adds almost nothing to IP. Only a multiplex-
ing/demultiplexing function and a simple error checking(with the checksum
header field) to verify the integrity of the packets. So, from the point of
view of the application it is dealing almost directly with IP.

On the sender side, UDP takes messages from the application process,
then adds the source and destination port number fields ,the length field
and finally the checksum. The resulting segment is passed to the network
layer. The network layer takes this segment and encapsulate it into an IP
datagram . At this moment IP makes a best-effort attempt in delivering the
datagram.

On the receiver side when the datagram is received it is divided into
an IP header and IP payload. The latter is passed to the transport layer,
the UDP layer. UDP then uses the port number contained in its header to
deliver the data to the correct application. Therefore, if a datagram does
not arrive to the receiver, there is no possibility to recover it or to ask for
a retransmission, because the receiver does not have any information about
the sent packets. It has only the source port.

1Take into account that the equivalent field at the IP header only protects the header.
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2.1.3 Use of RTP (Real-Time Transport Protocol)on top of
UDP

RTP is a generic transport protocol. It is independent of applications but is
implemented at the application layer as can be seen in the next figure, Fig.
2.2 [4].

Multimedia Application

Kernel
OS

Space

User

Physical Layer

IP

UDP

Socket Interface

RTP

Figure 2.2: Layer Structure

Figure 2.3 shows how the data from the application is encapsulated as it
is lowering in the UDP/IP protocol stack. Thus, RTP payload is filled with
data coming from the upper layer, the application layer. Then this RTP
packet plus the RTP header are passed to the lower layer, the UDP layer.
The UDP layer takes this RTP packet an adds the UDP header. Then
this UDP datagram is passed to the IP layer who adds also his header.
Finally the IP datagram is passed to the Physical layer (Ethernet ,Token
ring, etc...)who also adds its header.

Applications typically run RTP on top of UDP to make use of its mul-
tiplexing and checksum services.

RTP consist in two closely-linked parts:

1. The Real-time transport protocol(RTP) to carry data with real-time
properties.

2. The RTP control protocol (RTCP) to monitor the quality of service.

Therefore, RTP protocol provides end–to–end delivery services for data
with real-time characteristics, such as audio and video[5]. But, note that
RTP itself does not provide any mechanism to ensure timely delivery or
provide other quality-of-service guarantees, consequently RTP have to rely
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Physical layer payload

header
RTP

header
UDP

header
Ip header

header
Physical layer 

IP payoad

UDP payload

RTP payload

Figure 2.3: Protocol encapsulation

on lower-layer services to do it.

A RTP packet consist of a fixed RTP header and a RTP payload,see the
Figure. 2.2. The RTP header is composed by the following fields, Fig. 2.4:

CC MPXV

Tiemstamp

Contributing source (CSRC) identifiers

 Synchronization source (SSRC) identifier

Sequence NumberPT

Figure 2.4: RTP Header Fields

The fields have the following meaning [4]:

• V(Version):2 bits. This field identifies the version of RTP.

• X(eXtension):1 bit. If this bit is set to one a variable length header
extension is added to the RTP header in order to allow individual
implementations to carry additional information.

• P(Padded):1 bit. If this bit is set to one then the packet contains one
or more additional octets. These additional octets are not part of the
payload.

• CC(Contributing source identifier Count): 4 bites. This field indicates
how many contributing sources there are. One RTP packet can be
composed by data coming from different applications.

• M(Marker):1 bit field used for specific applications, i.e, the start of a
video frame.
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• PT(Payload Type):7 bits. This field indicates the format of the RTP
payload and determines its interpretation by the application.

• Sequence number:16 bits. The sequence number increments by one
whenever a RTP data packet have been sent. This sequence number
is used by the receiver to detect packet loss and to recover packet
sequence.

• Timestamp:32 bits. The information contained in this filed is used by
the receiver to reduce jitter and to synchronize multiple streams. Only
differences between timestamps are significant.

• SSRC(Synchronization Source Identifier):32 bits. The SSRC field iden-
tifies the synchronization source. For multiplexing at the source and
de-multiplexing at the destination.

• CSRC(Contributing Source Identifiers):0 to 15 items 32 bits each. The
CSRC list identifies the contributing sources for the payload contained
in this packet.

The receiver has,thanks to RTP, enough information to manage the pack-
ets, but suppose that a packet have been lost somewhere in the network due
to congestion or to link. Then, once the sender notice that a packet has
been lost it has to handle it somehow.

Three basic techniques exist to deal with loss:

1. ARQ. The receiver asks the sender to retransmit the lost data. In
this case is noticeable that there are some communication between the
receiver and the sender. Whenever the receiver get a packet it sends
back a confirmation packet,called ACK, or a negation packet ,called
NACK. When the sender get this ACK or NACK message it reacts
consequently sending new packets or sending again the lost packet
respectively. The use of ARQ technique result in a great network
load. ARQ technique is used by TCP.

2. FEC. Some redundant data is transmitted with the original data to
allow reconstruction of damaged blocks at the receiver. The redundant
data is generated from the original data using techniques from coding
theory.

3. Accepting a lower quality, error concealment. This solution is valid in
some applications as video or audio where the loss of a packet is not
critic but probably the delay introduced by error recovery methods
will be critic.

The next section explains the FEC technique, the one chosen in this
thesis.
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2.2 AFEC (Adaptive Forward Error Correction).Model
and Parameters

AFEC is the Adaptive version of FEC communication technique. That
means that the operation of AFEC only differs from the operation of FEC
on the adaptive part. So, first of all, FEC is explained.

Forward Error Correction is a well-studied reliable communication tech-
nique. The use of FEC is considered mainly for real-time communications
[7]where an effective way to deal with channel unreliability is needed [11].

The idea is to add a level of redundancy as a function of the network state
[6]. Then this level of redundancy should be decreased when the network is
well-behaved and increased when it is not.

FEC can be apply both at the bit-level and on the packet-level. Normally
packet-level FEC is applied to end-to-end communication whereas bit-level
FEC is used on a specific link. When FEC is applied at the bit-level some
redundancy bits are added in each sent packet,thus the packet becomes
larger. When FEC is applied on the packet-level some redundancy packets
are added as separate packets in each sent block. Therefore, this sent block
is composed by some data packets and some redundancy packets.

Packet-level FEC is the chosen one in this thesis because more informa-
tion about the requirements of the application can be used(end-to-end)and
also because more powerful codes can be used to achieve an acceptable error
rate [8]. From now packet-level FEC will be called FEC for simplicity.

Suppose that an amount of K data packets has to be sent in a block. To
this data, R redundancy packets are appended. Therefore, finally a total of
N=K+R packets is sent per block. See the figure below.

Redundancy (R)

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

Total number of packets (N)

Data  (K)

Figure 2.5: A block of K packets are encoded at the sender using FEC K+R

FEC is independent of the nature of the application data, but is ”imple-
mented” on the application layer. That means that a FEC packet is obtained
by placing the FEC header and the FEC payload in the RTP payload[12],
as it is shown in fig. 2.6 : The FEC payload is composed by the application
data and the FEC header is constructed by placing on it the redundant
packets.

The Redundancy packets are calculated using block coding theory. Block
codes are a class of codes with memory in the sense that the coding of the
redundancy packets is a function of the previous blocks [1]. Normally Reed-
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FEC Payload (Data=K)

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

RTP Payload( N=K+R)

FEC Header (R)

Figure 2.6: FEC packet structure and its encapsulation on RTP protocol

Solomon codes are used, but another such as parity or Hamming codes could
be also used[12].

In a communication system that employs forward error-correction cod-
ing, an application source sends a sequence of K data packets to an encoder[9].
The encoder[6] inserts a number redundant packets (R) set by the feedback
control system, resulting in a total of N packets to be sent to the lower layer
at the UDP/IP stack, the RTP protocol. On the receiving side, codewords
are used by the decoder to extract the original application data sequence as
can be seen in Figure. 2.7.

Network

k+r

1       2                 k

> k−1

1       2            k        k+1             k+r

1       2            k        k+1             k+r1       2                 k

Decoder

Encoder

Figure 2.7: Encoder/decoder operation using FEC K+R. Recovering is
achieved at the receiver if no more that r packets are dropped

Also note in the figure above that a block of N packets that has been
corrupted by packet losses would be reconstructed by decoding only if at
least K of the total N packets has been correctly received.

The introduction of FEC have some consequences that can be seen from
two different point of view.

From the point of view of the throughput, if more redundancy packets
than the needed are added then the network load will be unnecessarily in-
creased. Nevertheless, if less redundancy packets that the needed are added
then the lost packets will not be recovered and also the network will be load
with redundancy traffic. Therefore, there is a clear compromise between the
obtained throughput and the network load.

From the point of view of the packet loss probability, the added redun-
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dancy packets makes to decrease it. The amount of redundancy packets has
to be chosen trying to get as small packet loss probability as possible.
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2.3 Feedback Control systems

As defined in [15], a control system is an association of components inter-
connected to provide a desired system response.

There are two kinds of control systems ,the open-loop systems and the
close-loop feedback systems.

Open-loop control system utilizes only a control device to obtain the
desired response and no feedback system. The schema of a open-loop system
is the following:

response
Output

Device
ProcessControlDesired output 

Figure 2.8: Open-loop control system

On the other hand a close-loop feedback system utilizes a measure of the
output (feedback) in order to compare it with a desired output signal and in
this way try to make the output signal follow a reference value, see Figure.
2.9. The difference between the modified process output (measurement block
output) and the reference input or desired output is used as input to the
controller. The control system will try to continually reduce this difference.

Therefore, the difference between the open-loop system and the close-
loop system is basically that the first one always acts in the same way even
if there has had a deviation of the desired value [16]. So, if a total system
capable to adapt to changes it is desired then a closed-loop system should be
chosen. For instance, suppose that a thermostatic control is implemented to
control the temperature of a particular room. If only the temperature of this
room should be controlled, both types of control systems could be suitable.
But, if the same control system should be used to control the temperature
in another room then, the open-loop control system will not act properly.
The capability of adaptation to changing situations is a great advantage of
the close-loop system.

The schema of a closed-loop feedback control system is shown at the
next figure :

ComparisonDesired ouput 
response

Output

Measurement

ProcessController

Figure 2.9: Closed-loop feedback control system

Where the different blocks has the meaning:

• Process block: Is the process to be controlled.
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• Measurement block:In this block the output of the controlled process
is converted into a type of signal suitable as an input for the next
block, the comparison block.

• Comparison block: In this block the difference between the trans-
formed output process signal and the desired output response is cal-
culated. The output of this block becomes the input of the Control
system block.

• Control system block:In this block the control function is implemented.
The control system takes the output of the comparison block, usually
called error function (e(t)) and gives an output that affects the con-
trolled process in the sense that the output becomes as similar as
possible to the desired output.

Control systems can be designed either based on discrete-time models
or continuous-time models [17]. When systems are implemented on discrete
tools (computers) it is preferred to describe them by their discrete transfer
function or by the discrete relation output-input.

Some methods exist to transform continuous transfer functions as [18]
into pulse or discrete transfer functions. Let us call G(s) the continuous
transfer function and H(z) the discrete transfer function expressed in the
Laplace domain. The relation between the variables z and s is : z=exp(sh),
where h is the sample period. It also can be seem from the time domain,
where the continuous input signal, e(t) is sampled in a fixed time interval
called h. That means that the system algorithm will be invoked periodically
(with a period h)[17].

To simplify the relation z=exp(sh), some approximations have to be
done, as for example [19]:

• Forward difference or Euler’s method:

z = es·h ≈ 1 + s · h (2.1)

• Backward difference:

z = es·h ≈ 1
1 − s · h (2.2)

• Trapezoidal method or Tustin’s approximation:

z = es·h ≈ 1 + s · h
1 − s · h (2.3)

Using these approximation methods the pulse transfer function can be ob-
tained by replacing the argument ”s” in G(s) by ”s’ ” as follows: H(z)=G(s’).
For the different approximations above the argument ”s’ ” has the following
expression:
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• Forward difference or Euler’s method:

s′ =
z − 1

h
(2.4)

• Backward difference:
s′ =

z − 1
zh

(2.5)

• Trapezoidal method or Tustin’s approximation:

s′ =
2
h
· z − 1
z + 1

(2.6)

Once the method to transform continuous transfer functions in pulse transfer
functions is defined it can been applied to the desired controller transfer
function to implement it in a computer.
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Chapter 3

Problem Formulation

Since more applications with real-time constraints such as video image and
audio are introduced both over the wired Internet and over wireless [11]
some improvements should be made in order to obtain better performance.

Most of the real-time applications use UDP as their transport protocol.
The reason can be easily understood if we remember from the introduction
that UDP does not provide any kind of flow control or error recovery and
does not require connection management. Consequently it is a fast protocol
suitable for applications that only need to transmit little data or for delay
sensitive applications. Nevertheless, UDP has a major drawback, if some
packets are dropped then there is no way to recover them. It is a non
reliable protocol.

But, why use UDP if it is a non reliable protocol? The answer is that
it is preferable for some situations like real-time multimedia communica-
tions where the strict delay requirements make it impossible to introduce
connection management or for bandwidth limited systems where a retrans-
mission mechanism is not feasible [12]. With UDP less bandwidth is spent
because no additional information is sent in the UDP header and there is
no ACK/NACK mechanism. Consequently there is less network traffic. Of
course although in such a real-time application a low loss probability is
acceptable, but it is desirable to have as few losses as possible.

But, what can be done to, in some way, provide more reliability to
applications that use UDP as transport protocol?

Clearly, some more features have to be ”added” to UDP. ”Added”, in this
context, means that UDP has to be combined with already existing protocols
and communication techniques. But, Which ones should be chosen?

As has been mentioned, the UDP receiver does not have any informa-
tion about the sent packets. Therefore, the necessity of a sequence number
to coordinate which data has been transmitted and received can be easily
understood. Thereby, when a receiver has sequence number information, it
is capable to deduce, by looking at the value in adjacent packets, when a
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packet has been received in wrong order, duplicated or lost.
But, if UDP does not provide sequence number information, which protocol
could be used on top of UDP to provide it?
RTP(Real-Time Transport protocol) protocol running on top of UDP pro-
vides sequence number value to each sent packet.

Once the receiver has the sequence numbers he can know whether a
packet has been lost or not.But, if there is no retransmission mechanism in
UDP, how could this lost packets be recovered ?

To solve it, a generic FEC mechanism is used. ”Generic” means that
FEC protocol is independent of the nature of the sent data. The idea of
FEC [6] is that redundant packets are introduced in each sent block. At the
receiver side the lost packets in a block can be recovered by decoding if no
more than the amount of introduced redundancy packets has been lost in
that block.

At this point, in order to improve the performance it is a good idea
to adapt the amount of introduced redundancy as function of the network
state. In particular, in this thesis, the number of redundancy packets will be
varied in response to the changing loss probability trying to keep a specific
loss probability quality after decoding. Thus, an adaptive feature is added
to FEC and then it is renamed like AFEC.

Finally there is missing one question, how to obtain the amount of re-
dundant packets to be added from the loss probability information?

To obtain the appropriate number of redundant packets from the cal-
culated block probability various control systems can be used, concretely
in this thesis a on-off method, a proportional method and a Proportional-
integral method will be used. The two last, take an error loss probability
calculated as the difference between the calculated block probability and the
desired block probability and from this error loss probability, calculate the
amount of redundant packets.

Note that in this thesis only loss probability constraints are taken into
account and not throughput constraints, when the optimal amount of re-
dundancy packets have to be calculated. The main reason is that the loss
probability constraint is more relevant than the throughput constraint. Also
a reason is that there are no good models in the literature to approximate
the UDP throughput and to have them, the calculus would be much more
complicated than the calculus of the loss probability with AFEC. In sec-
tion 4.2 the estimation of the loss probability when using AFEC has been
detailed.

Instead of AFEC/UDP other solutions have been proposed in the liter-
ature as for instance reliable UDP (RUDP) or UDP Lite [11], but they are
out of the scope of this thesis and are only mentioned.

• RUDP [13] is suitable for transport telecommunication signaling. RUDP
is layered on the UDP/IP. Each RUDP packet sent must start with at
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least a six octet header. The first octet contains bit flags. The next
fields are the header length, the sequence number , the acknowledg-
ment number and the checksum.

• UDP Lite was proposed to prevent packets loss at the receiver side
if channel errors are only located on the packet payload. Therefore,
errors detected in the packet header result in a discarded block whereas
errors detected in the packet payload does not result in a discarded
block [14].
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Chapter 4

Implementation issues

4.1 The whole implementation scheme

Once that the aim of the thesis has been detailed, the general implemen-
tation schema summarize the whole operation on a block diagram and give
a more clear and fast idea of how the task is going to be carried out. The
general implementation schema is the following:

+ Control System

Send to the network

Encoder

Calculation

P block,des e(N,K)

P block,est (N,K) ^^

R(N,K)

P net,est(N,K)

Block Probability 

ReceiverNetwork

Sender

Lost packets per block.

Packets per block

−

Figure 4.1: Implementation Schema

Where:

• The network symbol represents a network topology where four different
simulation cases are considered for the three Control Systems proposed
in the next section:

1. In the first simulation case, the behavior of the three proposed
controllers is checked when the number of lost packets per block
is constant.

2. For the second simulation case a loss probability is set in a link.
So, this link becomes the critical link. The packets are dropped
due to the loss probability at this critical link in a random way.
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The distribution of the lost packets is a ramdom uniform distri-
bution.

3. in the third case, the loss probability in the critical link is incre-
mented during a period in order to check how the system respond
to this change.

4. In the last case, an amount of competitive sources are included
during a period and thereby the packets can be dropped due to
the congestion caused by the competitive traffic.

All cases will be commented and detailed at section 4.4 where the
creation of the network topology will be described.

• The receiver takes the blocks coming from the network and checks
whether the sent packets has been lost or not and in case of packet
losses indicates how many losses there have been per block. The task
of the receiver will be detailed in section 4.4.3.

• Block probability calculation. This block is the one in charge of cal-
culating the block loss probability (the loss probability with AFEC or
also called the loss probability after decoding). The block loss prob-
ability is calculated in the sender with feedback information coming
from the receiver. The receiver monitors the number of lost packets
and sent packets. Then, the sender calculates the estimated network
loss probability and after the estimated block loss probability. The
way of calculating this block loss probability will be shown at next
section, called Feedback information and its estimation.

• Pblock,des is the desired block probability. In this thesis, only loss
probability constraints are taken into account. Therefore, the con-
troller with comparison information between the desired block loss
probability and the estimated block loss probability have to change
its output in order to achieve the desired block loss probability after
decoding. Pblock,des is set to 0.005 because it is desired to achieve a
small block loss probability in the simulations.

• Control system block. In this block the control system function is
implemented. Three different controllers are studied, the on-off con-
troller, the Proportional controller and the Proportional-integral con-
troller.

• Encoder. In this block the redundancy packets ”R” are inserted into
the data block ”K” resulting in a total of ”N” packets to be sent to
the network. See section 2.2.
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4.2 Feedback information and its estimation

As has been mentioned previously the sender needs some feedback infor-
mation from the receiver to calculate the optimal number of redundancy
packets to be added when using AFEC. In this thesis the feedback informa-
tion are the number of lost packets per block and the number of sent packets
per block.

Feedback information is updated only when a block has been totally
received. First,the estimated channel loss probability is calculated by the
sender with packet loss information sent by the receiver. Then, the AFEC
parameter is calculated based on it. This AFEC parameter is referred to as
the loss probability after decoding or also the estimated block loss probabil-
ity. It is calculated in the Probability Calculation Block, see Figure. 4.1, as
follows:

PN,K =
K−1∑
i=0

(
N

i

)
(1 − p)i(p)N−i N − i

N
(4.1)

Where :

• ”p” is the estimated packet loss probability without FEC. The calcu-
lation of this parameter will be detailed at section 4.4.2 called Trans-
mitter implementation section.

• ”N” is the total number of packets per block.

• ”K” is the data packets per block.

• The multiplicative factor N−i
N is introduced to get the average number

of lost packets when the losses cannot be recovered [10]. Therefore,
with this factor the formula 4.1 gives the average packet loss probabil-
ity and without this factor the formula gives the block loss probability.
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4.3 Controllers used for the Adaptive part

4.3.1 On-Off control system

The on-off control method is the simplest control method that could be
implemented. This control system only needs information about the number
of lost packets and redundancy packets per block.

The operation of this system is based on a step by step increments or
decrements of the controller output, the number of header redundancy pack-
ets, as a function of the actual number of redundancy packets (also referred
as header packets) and the number of lost packets in the received block.

Suppose that the number of lost packets in the received block is denoted
by the ”lost” variable and the number of header packets for the same block is
denoted by ”h”. Remember that the FEC mechanism is that if no more than
the number of header packets has been lost then the block can be recovered
by decoding the header packets at the receiver. The schema of this control
system can be seen at the figure below, where the feedback signal sent by the
receiver is the number of lost packets in the received block and the number
of total packets in the same block.

Control System

Send the block to the receiver

Sender

Number of loss packets 

Receiver

Header packets

in the  received block

Figure 4.2: On-off System schema

For the digital version of this system the algorithm is invoked with a
period of ”h” (the sample period).

The operation of the on-off system is the following:

• If lost > h then the value of the header is increased h− > h+1 because
it is quite probable that in the next block a similar amount of packets
will be lost(the distribution of the network errors is uniform).
The actual block cannot be recovered and it is dismissed.

• If lost = h no changes are needed on the amount of header packets
and the block can be recovered by decoding in the receiver.

• Finally if lost < h then the number of header packets is decreased by
one packet h− > h − 1 and the block is perfectly recovered.
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So, for the on-off controller the increment or decrement of the number
of header packets is made one by one. For this reason this is not the most
optimal method. Suppose for instance, that we have some burst of losses
that affects to 4 consecutive blocks with a loss of 3 packets for each block.
The on-off system will react to the losses in the first block by increasing
by one packet the number of redundancy packets. Thus, when the second
block is decoded in the receiver side the header increment is too small to
recover the 3 packets lost and the block will be discarded. Therefore, if the
included redundancy is increased faster and not one by one, less blocks will
be dismissed. Suppose that the header increment after the receipt of the
first block is 3 instead of 1, in this case the header in the second block is
enough to recover the lost packets and this second block is not dismissed.

4.3.2 Proportional control system

As has been mentioned in the last section the operation of the on-off system
is not optimal. The increment or decrement in the number of redundancy
packets should be done in steps of size bigger than one packet in order to
follow better the changes in the number of lost packets per block.

To decide how many redundancy packets have to be added the Propor-
tional controller uses the function e(t). This function is calculated as the
difference between the desired block loss probability and the estimated block
loss probability, also called loss probability after decoding, see section 4.1.
This loss probability after decoding is calculated from the estimated channel
loss probability, see section 4.2. The estimated channel loss probability is
calculated based on the number of lost packets and total number of packets
per block information, this information is sent by the receiver whenever a
block has been received.

Therefore, when the function e(t) has been calculated it is used to get
the number of redundancy packets to add. These redundancy packets are
introduced by the sender in every block in order to achieve the small number
of dismissed packets in the receiver side after decoding as possible.

In the proposed proportional controller the relation between the output
and the input of the system is given by a constant, called ”γ”.

Therefore, the parameters of this Proportional system are :

• e(t): The error input is the difference between the desired block loss
probability and the estimated block loss probability.

• r(t): The output of the proportional controller, it is the number of
redundancy packets to be introduced by the encoder in the block of
data packets.

• ”γ”: The system has to be tuned by fixing the proportional gain γ.
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The operation of this proportional controller can be described with the
following output-input function:

∆r(t) = γ · e(t) (4.2)

Where:
rP (t) = r0 + ∆r(t) (4.3)

The digital expression is obtained by sampling the input error function e(t)
with a period of h. Therefore, the digitalized version of the function r(t)
only exists in time instants t = k · h. This digital version is shown at fig.
4.3. The obtained expression is:

∆rP [k] = γ · e[k] for all k ≥ 0 ∈ Z (4.4)

Where:
r[k] = r0 + ∆r[k] (4.5)

”r0” is the initial number of redundant packets , in this case it has been
chosen to be 0.

gamma*e[k]

h

A/De(t)
e[k]

r[k]

Figure 4.3: Digital Proportional System

The continuous transfer function CP (s) has the following expression:

CP (s) = γ (4.6)

Note that in this particular case both, the continuous and the pulse
transfer functions have the same expression.

How this proportional system is implemented in C++ programming lan-
guage is explained in section 4.4.2.

To tune the controller two main cases have to be considered.

1. A case where the number of lost packets per block is constant

2. A case in which the number of lost packets per block is variable (due
to a loss probability distribution in a lossy link or a congestion-based
situation in the intermediate nodes).

In both cases, the choice of the parameter γ is made based on the results of
the simulations. In these simulations, the γ value has been changed trying
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to obtain an adaptive amount of redundancy packets always bigger than
the number of lost packets per block without waste so much redundancy
packets. Thereby ,in the receiver side, the number of dismissed blocks will
be as few as possible.

To compare the performance of proportional controllers with different
values for the γ constant, the variables ”relation ” and ”count ” have been
chosen in the C++ script.

In the variable ”relation ” is stored the sum of all the exceeded header
packets per block throughout the simulation. The exceeded header packets
value is the difference between the header value for a block and the number
of lost packets for the same block. This calculated value per block is only
added to the total sum ,variable ”realtion ”, when the number of header
packets is bigger than the number of lost packets. Therefore, this variable
”relation ” gives an idea of how many redundant packets are being wasted.

In the variable ”count ” is stored the total number of blocks that have
been discarded throughout the simulations.

Thus, using these variables, a compromise between the number of dis-
carded blocks and the amount of redundancy packets wasted is searched
when the value for the γ proportional constant has to be chosen.

The results of several simulations for the two main cases mentioned be-
fore are:

• For the first situation, where the number of lost packets per block is
constant, the value of γ is increased starting from 0 until the header
value exceeds the constant number of lost packets per block and re-
mains stable. The obtained value is γ = 100.

• For the case of variable number of lost packets in a block the scenario
chosen to tune the controller is a lossy link with uniform probability
distribution and loss probability equal to 0.03. See figure 4.6. The
reason is that this scenario is more easy to analyze and the tuned con-
troller will also behave properly in a congestion based situation. The
results of several simulations are shown in table 4.1. In this table are
detailed the results for values of γ from 130 to 170. For values smaller
than 130, the amount of discarded packets is too big and for values
bigger than 170, the amount of exceeded header packets is very big
and no improvement in the number of discarded packets is observed.
Therefore, only the relevant results are shown in this table.

The chosen γ value is 170. For this value the relation between the
dismissed blocks and the waste of redundancy packets is the best.
Note that for γ = 135 the number of discarded blocks is smaller than
for γ = 170 nevertheless, for γ = 135 the exceeded header value is
quite bigger than for γ = 170.
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γ Exceeded header packets Number of dismissed blocks
130 2265 72
135 2293 64
140 2174 75
144 2144 83
150 2151 84
160 2121 79
170 2118 75

Table 4.1: Choosing γ

4.3.3 Proportional-integral control system

The Proportional-integral controller introduces a low-band filter (integrator)
in the proportional system in order to hide the effect of the residual noise
and follow better the changes in the number of lost packets per block. For
this Proportional-integral controller the parameters are:

• e(t) : The error input.

• The sum of all the error values until now multiplied by the sample
period. This term is the digital version of the low-band filter, the
integrator.

• r(t):It is the output of the Proportional-integral system.

• In this case, both the integral gain β and the proportional gain γ has
to be fixed.

The Proportional-integral controller (PI-controller) is described with the
following output-input function:

rPI = r0 + ∆rPI(t) (4.7)

Where:

∆rPI(t) = γe(t) + β

∫ t

0
e(t′)dt′ (4.8)

The digital version used in this thesis is obtained by sampling the input error
function e(t) with a period of h. The obtained expression the following:

r[k] = r0 + ∆r[k] (4.9)

and,

∆r[k] = γ · e[k] + β · h
k∑

n=0

e[n] (4.10)

Figure 4.4 shows the the digital PI-system structure:
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r[k]
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e[n]

k
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Figure 4.4: Digital Proportional-integral system

The continuous transfer function CPI(s)is:

CPI(s) = γ +
β

s
) (4.11)

And finally the discrete transfer function is described by:

CPI(z) = γ + β · h · 1
z − 1

(4.12)

Also for this Proportional-integral control system the choice of the pa-
rameters γ and β is made based on the results of the simulations trying
to achieve as few as possible number of dismissed blocks and at the same
time trying to do not waste so much redundancy packets. To use an ex-
cessive number of redundancy packets has the effect of load the network
unnecessarily.

As was made for the proportional controller, two main cases are consid-
ered when the controller is tuned.

• For the first situation, where the number of lost packets per block is
constant, the values γ and β are increased starting from 0 until the
header value exceeds the constant number of lost packets per block
and remains stable. The obtained values are γ = 80 and β = 50.

• For the case of variable number of lost packets in a block the scenario
chosen to tune the PI-controller is the same that was chosen for the
proportional controller, a lossy link with uniform probability distribu-
tion and loss probability equal to 0.03. In the following table, table
4.2, the result of 5 different simulations are shown. Only the results of
the relevant simulations are detailed. For smaller values than γ = 110
and β = 89 the number of discarded blocks is too big and for bigger
values than γ = 150 and β = 135 the exceeded header value is growing
without obtain any reduction in the number of discarded blocks.

According to table 4.2, the optimal gain for the integral part and
the optimal gain for the proportional part are γ = 130 and β = 115
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γ β Exceeded header packets Number of dismissed blocks
110 89 2085 96
130 115 2039 81
130 100 2054 92
130 130 2045 89
150 135 2052 87

Table 4.2: Choosing γ and β

respectively. For this values the smallest number of dismissed blocks
and the smallest number of exceeded header packets are obtained.
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4.4 Implementations

Once all the functionalities has been described, they have to be implemented
in a programming language. Thus, the system will be able to be simulated.

The network topology is implemented on the Network-Simulator tool
(ns-2). Ns-2 is an event based object oriented simulator [22], it uses two
different programming languages: OTcl and C++. OTcl is said to be on
the interpreted hierarchy and C++ is on the compiled hierarchy. It means
that Otcl codes are composed by commands that create a network topology
composed by objects as for instance nodes, sources and links. All these
objects are written in C++. Therefore, when a user runs a Otcl program,
the C++ objects are invoked whenever they appear in the Otcl code. There
are a lot of already created objects as drop tail queue, udp agent or CBR
traffic source among others. If some new objects have to be created or
already existent objects need to be modified, C++ programming have to be
used.

The already existent objets on Ns-2, UDP sender (udp.cc) and UDP sink
(loss-monitor.cc) have to be modified to add more functionalities to manage
the AFEC mechanism. Therefore, some C++ code has been added to UDP
sender C++ code and to UDP sink C++ code. Moreover, the network
topology is created using an OTcl script. Both the C++ code used for the
sender and the receiver and the OTcl code for the network are available in
appendix B, C and D respectively.

A brief explication of tools and programs used is given in appendix A.

4.4.1 Network implementation

The Network is implemented in OTcl code1. The Topology depends on the
particular simulation cases. As has been mentioned in section 4.1. three
situations are considered. One is a congestion situation caused by traffic
excess and the others are situations where the packets are dropped due to
the loss probability on a lossy link.

For the last two situations the steps to create the network topology are:

1. Set the values that will be used later.This is call the constant declara-
tion section.

set buffer 300
set BW 2Mb
set delay 100ms
set prob_ 0.03
set queuet RED

1The Otcl script is available in appendix D
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The buffer size is chosen big in order to have not losses due to con-
gestion at the nodes. Bottleneck link loss probability is set to the
constant value 0.03 for the first simulation case. This parameter will
be changed during a period to check if the system reacts properly.

2. Create a simulator object

set ns [new Simulator]

3. Open the output file that is going to be used for the ”nam” trace data.
”Nam” is net topology viewer that also allows to run simulations.

set nf [open out.nam w]
$ns namtrace-all $nf

4. Create the nodes.

set n0 [$ns node]
set n3 [$ns node]
set n4 [$ns node]

5. Open the output files where the simulation results will be stored.

set f0 [open out0.tr w]

6. Create the trace file for the dropped packets. In this files is stored
where and when the packets have been lost.

set td [open drop.tr w]
set to1 [$ns create-trace Drop $td $n0 $n3]

7. Define a ”finish” procedure.This procedure will be called at the end
on the program and is in charge of closing all the opened systems and
call the ”nam” viewer.

proc finish {} {
global f0
$ns flush-trace
close $nf
exec nam out.nam &
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close $f0
close $td
close $to1
exit 0
}

8. Connect the nodes with duplex links.

$ns duplex-link $n0 $n3 $BW $delay $queuet
$ns queue-limit $n0 $n3 $buffer

$ns duplex-link $n3 $n4 $BW $delay $queuet
$ns queue-limit $n3 $n4 $buffer

The meaning of the two first command lines are: connect the node
”n0” and the node ”n3” with a duplex link, the link has a bandwidth
of ”BW” and introduce a delay of ”delay”, the queue in the node ”n1”
is called ”queuet” and its queue management is the the Random Early
detection with a buffer size ”buffer” as has been fixed in the beginning
of the program.

9. Create the traffic sink and attach them to the node n4.

set sink0 [new Agent/FECSink]
$ns attach-agent $n4 $sink0

The sinks is a FECSink agent. When this agent is refereed in the Otcl
script, the C++ agent FECSink is invoked. Therefore, the sink, sink0,
behaves as is defined on the C++ agent FECSInk code.

10. Define a procedure that attaches a UDP agent to a previously created
node and attaches the source to the sink.

proc attach-CBR-traffic {source node sink size rate }
set ns [Simulator instance]
$ns attach-agent $node $source

Create a constant bit rate traffic agent and set its configuration pa-
rameters
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set traffic [new Application/Traffic/CBR]
$traffic set packet-size $size
$traffic set rate $rate

Attach the traffic agent to the traffic source

$traffic attach-agent $source

Connect the source and the sink

$ns connect $source $sink
$sink sender $source
return $traffic

First a traffic agent is defined, in this case a constant bit rate traffic
(CBR) agent. Then this CBR traffic agent is attached to the UDP
agent(the also called traffic source). Finally, the traffic source and the
traffic sink are attached activating the previously defined duplex-link
between the traffic source node and the traffic sink node .

11. Define a procedure which periodically records the sender data received
from the source fec0 and write them to the output files. Afterwards
these data can be plotted using ”Matlab”.

proc record {} {
global sink0 fec0
global f0
#Get an instance of the simulator
set ns [Simulator instance]
#Set the time after which the procedure should be called again
set time 0.01
#Indicator of the lost of a block
set loss0 [$fec0 set lostblock_]
#Header value before be changed in adapt()function
set d0 [$fec0 set d_]
#Lost packets in the actual block
set l0 [$fec0 set lost_b_]
#Header value after be changed in adapt()function
set h0 [$fec0 set h_]
#Incremental header value used to update the final header value
set inc0 [$fec0 set hincr_]
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#Amount of received bytes used for bandwidth calculations
set bw0 [$sink0 set bytes_]
#Experimental channel loss probability
set prob0 [$fec0 set lossprob_]
#Settting channel loss probability
set probd0 [$fec0 set prob_]
#Total number of dismissed blocks
set count0 [$fec0 set count_]
#Total number of received blocks
set block0 [$fec0 set rec_]
#Total number of lost packets
set losspacket0 [$fec0 set loss_]
#Total number of sent packets
set total0 [$fec0 set total_]
#Estimated block loss probability
set estblockprob1 [$fec1 set probblockest_]
#Desired block loss probability
set desblockprob1 [$fec1 set probblockdes_]
#Error(difference between probblockest_ and probblockdes_)
set error1 [$fec1 set error_]
#Total loss probability (total lost packets/total sent packets)
set totalprob0 [$fec0 set totallossprob_]
#Header excess per block
set per0 [$fec0 set percentage_]
#Total amount of header excess
set exc0 [$fec0 set relation_]
#Value of the total sum for the integral
#part of PI-control system
set tot2 [$fec2 set totalsum_]

#Get the current time
set now [$ns now]

#Write the data to the files(results). This files later will be
the input files to "Matlab". Whit this program the result will be
plot.
set BW 2
puts $f0 "$now $loss0 $d0 $l0 $h0 $inc0 [expr $bw0/$time*8/1000000]
$BW $prob0 $probd0 $count0 $block0 $losspacket0 $total0
$totalprob0 $per0 $exc0 "

#Reset the bytes_ values on the traffic sinks
$sink0 set bytes_ 0
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#Re-schedule the procedure
$ns at [expr $now+$time] "record"
}

12. Create the traffic source

set fec0 [new Agent/FEC]
set source0 [attach-CBR-traffic $fec0 $n0 $sink0 200 140k]

When the first command is executed the agent FEC is invoked. The
agent FEC is implemented in C++ code and is an UDP agent with
FEC mechanism. Then on the second command line the procedure
attach-CBR-traffic is called. In these case the FEC agent ”f0” is at-
tached to a constant bit rate traffic source and to the node ”n0”. Af-
terwards the node ”n0” is attached to the already created sink ”sink0”.
See the figure below, Fig.4.5, where three sources and sinks are created
and attached.

Traffic sources

Bottleneck link

Sink

CBR

CBR

CBR

FEC agent

FEC agent

FEC agent

n0

n2

n1 n3 n4 Sink

Sink

Traffic Sinks
Traffic agents

Attach

Figure 4.5: Attachment between: traffic agent–traffic source, traffic sink–its
traffic node and traffic source–traffic sink

13. Create the error model. In the variable ”prob ” the loss probability
for the bottleneck link is stored.

set em_ [new ErrorModel]
$em_ set markecn_ false
$em_ unit pkt
$em_ set rate_ $prob_
$em_ set ranvar [new RandomVariable/Uniform]
set lossylink_ [$ns link $n3 $n4]
$em_ drop-target $to1
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$lossylink_ install-error $em_

14. Start the traffic source at 1.0 sec.

$ns at 1.0 "$source0 start"

15. Change the loss probability of the bottleneck or critic link in the in-
terval between 10.0 and 40.0 sec to implement the second simulation
case. Thus, it can be check whether the system reacts properly to this
change or not.

16. Stop the traffic source at 50.0 sec.

$ns at 50.0 "$source0 stop"

17. Call the finish procedure at 51.0 sec.

$ns at 51.0 "finish"

18. Run the simulation

$ns run

The obtained topology is shown on ”nam” tool, fig. 4.6:

Figure 4.6: ”Nam” output for the first topology
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Note that the packets get lost in the link between node ”n3” and node
”n4” due to the loss probability in this link but in fig. 4.6 the losses are
drawn by nam on node ”n3”.

For the second topology the loss probability of the bottleneck link should
be set to 0 and more sources and sinks should be added to create the com-
petitive traffic. Ns-2 allows to create a large number of nodes and sources
(in a recursive way). The code to add 4 more competitive traffic sources
and sinks wants to be created is the following:

1. Create 4 more nodes and connect them.

for {set i 0} {$i < 4} {incr i} {
set n($i) [$ns node]
$ns duplex-link $n($i) $n3 1Mb 100ms DropTail

2. Create 4 more traffic sinks (FECSink agents) and attach them to the
node ”n4”. Also create 4 more traffic sources (FEC agents) and attach
the traffic agent CBR to this traffic sources.

for {set i 0} {$i < 4} {incr i} {
set sink($i) [new Agent/FECSink]
$ns attach-agent $n4 $sink($i)
set fec($i) [new Agent/FEC]
set source($i) [attach-CBR-traffic
$fec($i)$n($i) $sink($i) 200 140k]

3. Start the 4 new sources.

$ns at 10.0 "$source($i) start"

4. And finally stop these 4 sources.

$ns at 30.0 "$source($i) stop" #}

The topology in this competitive traffic case is also shown in nam tool,
fig. 4.7:

In this topology case the packets get lost in node ”n3” due to congestion
and nam draw them as dropped in this node ”n3”.
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Figure 4.7: ”Nam” output for the second topology

4.4.2 Transmitter implementation

The UDP sender or UDP transmitter2 is the one in charge of:

1. Sending the UDP packets to the network. It takes the data from the
application ”nbytes” and then fragment it into several packets of ap-
propriate size ”size ”. After, send an amount of packets equal to the
the number of desired data packets per block ”datablock ” plus the
calculated number of redundancy packets also called header packets
”h ”. Therefore, the total number of packets sent per block is ”dat-
ablock + h ” (N=K+R in the theory). Each packet has his own se-
quence number for policyholder at the receiver. The sequence number
is introduced on the RTP header using the following C++ expressions:

p=allocpkt();
hdr_rtp* rh=hdr_rtp::access(p);
rh -> seqno()=++seqno_;

/*First create a packet, ”p” is a pointer to this packet. After access
the RTP-packet header in a packet pointer by ”p”. This access method
returns a pointer to the RTP-header. Finally fill the sequence number
field on the RTP-header ”rh”. Note that whenever a new packet is
sent the sequence number is incremented.*/

2. Updating AFEC parameters. Whenever a new block is received on the
receptor side, the AFEC parameters are updated, that is the adapt()
function is called. The parameters are the following:

2Note that the used variables in the C++ code are mentioned thus, it will be easiest
to follow the code available in Appendix B
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• The sample time. The sample time is the time between two calls
to the adapt() function on the sender side.

temp_=last_packet_;
last_packet_ = Scheduler::instance().clock();
temp_=last_packet_-temp_;

/* Save the time in which the adapt() function was called for the
last time on the temporary variable ”temp ”. After get the time
of the actual call to the adapt() function. And finally calculate
the difference between the last two times.*/

• Process the feedback information. The followed steps are:
(a) First of all, the sender gets the information from the receiver

and stores it in the following variables.
lost_b_=lost;
block_=datab;

/*Store the number of lost packets per block in the variable
”lost b ” and the total number of packets per block included
the header in the variable ”block ”*/

(b) After, with the just received information from the last re-
ceived block and information about the last 12 received blocks3,
the sender estimates the channel loss probability as follows:
for(i=11;i>0;i--)

{

memoryloss[i]=memoryloss[i-1];
memoryblock[i]=memoryblock[i-1];
}
memoryloss[0]=lost;
memoryblock[0]=datab;
lossprob_=0.0;
for(i=0;i\leq 11;i++)
{
if(memoryblock[i]!=0)

{
lossprob_+=(double)memoryloss[i]/(double)memoryblock[i];

}
}

lossprob_=(double)lossprob_/(double)(i);

3Several simulations have been done to choose the amount of memory to use in the
estimation of the channel loss probability. Using information about the last 12 blocks the
smoothest response in the number of redundancy packets is obtained.
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/*Store the number of lost packets per block and the to-
tal number of sent packets per block from the last 12 blocks
moving the memory vector components one place to the right
whenever a new block is received. Store in the 0 position
of the memory vector the feedback information for the just
received block. Calculate the estimated channel loss proba-
bility as the mean of the ratio between the lost packets per
block and the total number of sent packets per block (data
packets + header packets) for all the last 12 blocks.*/

(c) With the estimated channel loss probability the sender cal-
culates the block loss probability as was mentioned at section
4.2 using the following code:
probblockest_=0.0;

while (i<= datablock_-1)
{
fact=n_over_m((datablock_+h_),i);
probblockest_+=fact*(pow((1-lossprob_),i))*
*(pow(lossprob_,(datablock_+h_-i)))*
*((double)(datablock_+h_-i)/
/(double)(datablock_+h_));
}

(d) Then, the sender calculates the error function (control system
input) as the difference between the just obtained block loss
probability and the desired block probability set to a constant
value at the beginning of the program.
error_=probblockest_-probblockdes_;

/*Difference between the estimated block loss probability
called ” probblockest ” and the desired block loss probability
called ” probblockdes ”

(e) After, for the Proportional-integral control system, the sender
calculates the addition of all the last error values obtained
until now and multiplies this sum by the sample time called
”temp ”. The value is stored in the variable ”totalsum ”.

addition_+=error_;
totalsum_=temp_*addition_;

The obtained values ”error ” and ”totalsum ” will be used by the
control systems to calculate the optimal amount of redundant
packets to add in the next block.

• Calculation of the amount of redundancy packets.
– For the on-off system only the information about lost packets

and sent packets in the just received block are used, that is,
”lost b ” and ”block ”.
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– For the Proportional control system the amount of redundant
packets is calculated as follows based on the error value.

gamma_=170;
haux_=h_-h0_;
hincr_=(int)rint(gamma_*error_);

if(hincr_<0)
{

if(fabs(hincr_)<=(haux_))
{

hincr_=hincr_+haux_;
h_=h0_+hincr_;

}
else

h_=h0_;
}

else
{

hincr_=hincr_+haux_;
h_=h0_+hincr_;

}
block_=datablock_+h_;

/*First the obtained value of gamma at section 4.3.2 is stored
in the ”gamma ” variable. Then, the ∆r[k] is calculated and
stored on ”hincr ” variable. After, the header value ”h ”is
updated taking into account that h cannot be a negative
value. Finally the number of sent packets per block ”block ”
is updated based on the new header value.*/

– The code for Proportional-integral system is quite similar,
only the integral term is added when ∆r[k] (”hincr ” vari-
able) is calculated:

gamma_=130;
haux_=h_-h0_;
addition_+=error_;
totalsum_=temp_*addition_;
betta_=115;
hincr_=(int)rint(gamma_*error_+ betta_*totalsum_);

if(hincr_<0)
{

if(fabs(hincr_)<=(haux_))
{

hincr_=hincr_+haux_;
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h_=h0_+hincr_;
}

else
{

h_=h0_;

}
}

else
{

hincr_=hincr_+haux_;
h_=h0_+hincr_;

}
block_=datablock_+h_;

3. Communicate if the last block has been dismissed or on the contrary
it was recovered by the receiver.

if (lost_b_ >h_ )
{

lostblock_=1;
count_++;

}
if ((lost_b_< h_&&(h_>=1))||(lost_b_==h_))

lostblock_=0;

\textsl{/* The sender check whether the number of lost packets in
the last received block, "lost\_b\_" is bigger or not than the
redundancy packets introduced in such a block, "h\_". In the case
that "lost\_b\_" is bigger than h\_" the block was dismissed by
the receiver and the sender sets 1 the variable "lostblock\_" to.
Also increment the number of dismissed blocks counter, "count\_"
variable. On the other hand if lost\_b\_" is smaller than h\_"
then the block was recovered by the receiver and the variable
"lostblock\_" is set to 0. The variables "lostblock\_" and
"count\_" are used to obtain a graphical idea of how the
implemented system behaves by drawing it using matlab.}

4.4.3 Receiver implementation

The receiver4 is the one in charge of:
4All the C++ code for the receiver is available in appendix C
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1. Process the received blocks.

• Extract the sequence number value from the RTP header:

hdr_rtp* rh = hdr_rtp::access(pkt);
seqno_ = rh->seqno();

Access the RTP header, ”rh” is a pointer to this header returned
by the first command. After access the RTP-header pointer by
”rh” and fill the variable ”seqno ” with the sequence number.

• Check the number of lost packets.
For the received packet with the extracted sequence number value
and information about the expected sequence number value the
receiver check whether a packet has been lost or not and store
the number of lost packets.

int loss = seqno_ - expected_;
if (loss > 0)

{
nlost_ += loss;/*total number of packet lost*/
if(seqno_<=(blockstart+block))

{
lost_b += loss;
accumuledlosses=0;

}
else

{
lost_b += blockstart+block-expected_;
accumuledlosses=seqno_-(blockstart+block);
blockreceived=1;

}
}

if ((seqno_==blockstart+block)||(blockreceived==1))
{

newblock();
blockreceived=0;

}

expected_ = seqno_ + 1;

Packet::free(pkt);

}
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The expected sequence number: ”expected ” variable in the C++
code, is incremented by one whenever a packet is received. Thus,
the receiver is capable of checking whether some packets have
been lost or not.

If the expected sequence number differs from the sequence num-
ber extracted from the RTP header, that means that one or more
packets have been lost.

Whenever there have been losses the receiver checks if these losses
comprise one block or more. If the losses only comprise the
actual block :”seqno ≥ (blockstart+block)”, no losses have to
be memorized to add it to the next block when it be received.
These losses are accumulated on the variable ”loss”. If ”se-
qno ==blockstart+block” then the block is totally received.

On the other hand, if the losses comprise more than one block
then for the current block only those packets that should be re-
ceived in the actual block have to be considered as lost packets.
In this case the block is considered as received and consequently
the variable ”blockreceived” is set to 1. Fig. 4.8 shows a graphical
idea of this behavior.
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Figure 4.8: How the receiver behaves in a burst of losses

In this figure, suppose that the expected sequence number5is 20
because the last packet had SEQ =19. The received packet has
SEQ= 28 that means, that ”loss = seqno -expected ” = 28-20=8.
Therefore, 8 packets has been lost. But only sex of them belong to
the block called T. Then the losses for this T block are considered
6 and the remaining 2 lost packets are stored for consider it in
the next block. These 2 lost packets are stored in the variable
”accumuledlosses”.

2. Update the marker of the position where the block starts.
When a block is received the function ”newblock()” is called. This
function is the one in charge of updating the ”blockstart” marker.
This marker indicates the position where the next block will start.

5also called SEQ
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3. Send the feedback information.
Finally the function ”newblock()” call to the function ”report()”. The
”report()” function send the feedback information to the sender. This
feedback information is the number of lost packets and the total num-
ber of packets (N = K +R ) in the just received block. Also the
”report()” function updates the number of packets per block based on
the new header value updated by the sender.

void FECSink::report(int lost, int datab) {
int h_n;

h_n=sender->adapt(lost,datab,this);
block=block+h_n-h;
h=h_n;
}
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Chapter 5

Experimental Evaluation

In this chapter the performance of the three control systems described in
section 4.3. is evaluated when using AFEC.

Two important cases are considered. The first one is a lossy link situation
where the packets are lost due to a loss probability. The second one is a
congestion–based situation where the packets are lost due to congestion in
the intermediate nodes. For the first case three simulation steps are studied:

1. In the first step the number of lost packets per block is constant and
equal to 2.

2. In the second step an uniformly distributed loss probability is set in
the lossy link. The loss probability value is 0.03 and it is set in the
Otcl script by the command ”setprob 0.03”. Therefore, the number of
lost packets per block is variable.

3. In the last step, the loss probability in the critical link (link between
node n3 and node n4, see fig. 4.6) is incremented during a period in
order to check whether the system responds properly to this change
or not.

In the second case, congestion-based situation, 4 competitive sources are
linked to the node n3, see fig. 4.7. The competitive traffic has the same
characteristics than the one studied but the AFEC mechanism is not in-
cluded.

The three control systems mentioned in section 4.3 are tested in these
four situations. Ns-2 will ask to the user which control system she/he would
like to use when the OTcl script is simulated. See figure above, Fig.5.1. The
four experiments are organized as it follows. First, the performance of each
of the three controllers is shown and then they are compared among them.

The system parameters common for all the experiments are:

Desired block loss probability Also called packet loss probability after
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Figure 5.1: Choosing controller

decoding. It is set to 0.005, because it is desired to have a small loss
probability after decoding.

Buffer size This is the size of the intermediate nodes queues. It is set to
300 for the three first cases to avoid that the packets get lost due to
congestion. Thereby, in these three first cases the packets only get lost
due to a loss probability in a critical link. This buffer size is set equal
to 100 for the congestion-based case.

Queue Random Early-Detection queue is chosen for the intermediate nodes.
The FIFO discarding policy is activated.

Delay For instance, it is chosen to be 100ms.

Traffic The traffic has a constant bit rate (CBR) with rate equal to 240
packets/sec (a packet will be sent every 0.004 sec). The packet size is
set to 200 bytes.

The seed The default seed is considered. Therefore, the initial distribution
of the number of lost packets in the critical link is always the same.
This is good for the comparison of the three different controllers. Of
course the different used controllers will affect this loss distribution
but this effect is considered as intrinsic and inevitable.

Controller parameters The used controller’s gains γ and β are the ones
mentioned in section 4.3.2 in the case of the Proportional controller
and in section 4.3.3 in the case of the Proportional-integral controller.
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5.1 Experiment 1. Constant number of lost pack-
ets per block

In the first experiment, the number of lost packets per block is constant
and equal to 2. Therefore, the controllers should react at the beginning by
reaching a proper header value bigger than the amount of lost packets per
block and then hold it.

On-off controller reacts properly as can be seen in figure 5.2, only two
blocks are discarded.
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Figure 5.2: Number of header packets and dismissed blocks for a constant
number of lost packets per block. On-off controller.

For the proportional controller the response is:
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Figure 5.3: Number of header packets and dismissed blocks for a constant
number of lost packets per block. Proportional controller.

The stable header value achieved is 5 as can be seen in figure 5.3. The
number of dismissed blocks is only 3 nevertheless, the amount of redundancy
packets wasted is quite big, three per block.

The response of the Proportional-integral controller is quite similar to
the response of the Proportional controller for the first sent blocks, this
response is shown in figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Number of header packets and dismissed blocks for a constant
number of lost packets per block. Proportional-integral controller. Zoom

When more blocks are sent, a particular behavior is observed by using
the Proportional-integral controller, see figure 5.5. The header seems to
remain stable in value 5 but decreases by one and remains in the same value
for several blocks. This behavior also is observed in the estimated block loss
probability. The reason of this, lies in the quantization error of the integral
part. Since the header can only take natural values, the error function is
almost never equal to 0. In this simulation case, the number of lost packets
per block is constant, the header value is also constant in the stable regions,
the desired block loss probability has been set to 0.005 and the estimated
block loss probability in the stable regions is bigger than the desired one.
Therefore, a negative error is obtained in the stable regions. This negative
error is summing up until it reaches a value big enough to cause a change
in the header value; in this case a decreasing of one packet. When the
header value decreases, the estimated block loss probability increases (same
number of data packets and less redundancy therefore, the loss probability
after decoding increase). At this moment the PI-controller reacts to this
increase ion the block loss probability by increasing again the number of
header packets. The number of header packets becomes again 5. This
behavior recur in a periodic way. See figure 5.6.

In this particular case the error in the stable moments is negative be-
cause the desired block probability has been set to a bigger value than the
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estimated block loss probability. If this desired block probability is set to
a smaller value than the estimated block loss probability, the behavior is
the same. However the header is increased by one instead of decreased.
Consequently in the estimated block loss probability a decrease is observed
instead of the mentioned increase.
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Figure 5.5: Number of header packets and dismissed blocks for a constant
number of lost packets per block. Proportional-integral controller.
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Figure 5.6: Block probabilities and error function for PI-controller when a
constant number of packets are lost per block.

5.2 Experiment 2. Constant loss probability in
the critical link

In this section the performance of the three mentioned controllers is evalu-
ated in an scenario where there is a lossy link with constant loss probability
through the simulation and no congestion. This constant channel loss prob-
ability is equal to 0.03. The loss are uniformly distributed. See figure 5.7

All the simulations for the three controllers have been running separately
and afterwards all the results have been summarized and plotted together.
Thereby, there are not effects of one source to another.
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Figure 5.7: Set and obtained channel loss probability for constant channel
loss probability

In figure 5.8 are shown: the number of lost packets per block with a violet
line, the number of redundancy packets per block with blue points and the
red asterisk represents whether a block has been dismissed (0.5 value) or
not (0 value) due to the lost of some of its packets.
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Note than there are three subplots, the first one reflects the results ob-
tained for the On-off controller, the second one the results for the Propor-
tional controller and the last one for the Proportional-integral controller.
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Figure 5.8: Number of header packets and lost packets per block for constant
channel loss probability

A zoom of the previous figure (fig 5.8) for each controller may help to
understand the behavior of them. See figure 5.9.

In this figure how these controllers reacts to the changes in the number
of lost packets can be seen. The On-Off controller, as it has been men-
tioned in chapter 4.3, reacts by incrementing or decrementing by one the
number of redundancy packets to add. Whereas Proportional controller
and Proportional-integral controller increment and decrement the number
of redundancy packets by steps bigger than one. Note that the behavior
of the Proportional-integral controller is smoother than the behavior of the
proportional controller. This is due to the integral part included in the
PI-controller to hide the effect of the residual noise.

The red asterisk represents whether a block is dismissed or not. At the
receiver side the lost packets in a block can be recovered by decoding if
no more than the amount of introduced redundancy packets has been lost
in that block. For instance, the 1070th received block in the proportional
controller case will be dismissed, as the red asterisk shown, because more
packets than the redundancy packets introduced have been lost.
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Figure 5.9: Number of header packets and lost packets per block for constant
channel loss probability. Zoom

To compare the three controllers three variables have been chosen: the
number of lost packets, the number of dismissed blocks and the total ex-
cess header packets value through all the simulation time. As it has been
mentioned in section 4.3.2, the excess header packets value is the difference
between the header value for a block and the number of lost packets for the
same block when the number of header packets is bigger than the number of
lost packets. Therefore, this total excess variable gives an idea of how many
redundant packets are being wasted.
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Figure 5.10 shows the total number of lost packets. Note that the number
of lost packets, if no AFEC mechanism is included, is also shown. As it is
expected, this number of lost packets is quite similar in the four cases. The
small difference lies in the effect of the included amount of packets due to
the AFEC mechanism. The reason is simple, due to the loss probability in
the channel, as packets are sent,as packets are lost.
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Figure 5.10: Total number of lost packets for constant channel loss proba-
bility

Figure 5.11 reflects the number of dismissed block as a function of the
sent blocks. The amount of dismissed blocks is quite bigger when On-off
controller is used, being 425 dismissed blocks, than in the cases of the Pro-
portional controller, 75 dismissed blocks, and the Proportional-integral con-
troller, 81 dismissed blocks. Nevertheless with some of them the number of
dismissed blocks is smaller than if no AFEC mechanism is used, dismissing
679 blocks in this case.
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It is noticeable that the number of discarded blocks in the case of the
Proportional-integral controller is bigger than for the proportional controller.
Nevertheless the trade off between the number of discarded blocks and the
total excess header value should be taken into account when the controllers
are compared. See Fig. 5.12.
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Figure 5.11: Total number of dismissed blocks for constant channel loss
probability

In figure 5.12 the amount of header excess can be checked, being less in
the case of the PI-controller than in the case of the proportional controller.
The last two figures, Fig.5.11 and Fig.5.12, shown that both controllers,
PI-controller and Proportional controller behaves similarly in this scenario.
On the other hand, using the On-off controller the total excess header value
is so small because most of times the number of lost packets per block is
bigger than the number of redundancy packets included in the same block.
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Figure 5.12: Total header excess value for constant channel loss probability

Next figure, Fig.5.13, shows the mean channel loss probability for the
three studied controller. As it could be expected, all of them have similar
channel loss probability and they tend to the set channel loss probability
0.03.
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Figure 5.13: Obtained channel loss probability.

The desired block probability function, the estimated block probabil-
ity function and the resulting substraction of them, the error function, are
shown in figure 5.14 for the proportional system and for the PI-controller.
The error function is almost always 0 ranging from −0.005 to 0.005.
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Figure 5.14: Block probabilities and error function for P-controller and PI-
controller. Constant channel loss probability

Also the total sum of all the past errors (digitalized integral part) of the
PI-controller is shown in Fig. 5.15. This summed error function is always
taking values around 0 indicating that the integral part of the PI-controller
is stable.
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Figure 5.15: Error function and total sum of all past errors using PI-
controller. Constant channel loss probability

5.3 Experiment 3. The loss probability is the crit-
ical link is incremented during a period

In this case, the loss probability in the critical link (link between node n3
and node n4, see fig. 4.6) is incremented during a period in order to check
whether the system responds properly to the change in the amount of lost
packet or not.

The channel loss probability is incremented to 0.1 between 10 sec and
30 sec. See figure 5.16 where this channel loss probability is illustrated as
function of the sent blocks.
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Figure 5.16: Set and obtained channel loss probability for variable channel
loss probability

The amount of lost packets per block in this situation is shown in figure
5.17, where an increment in the number of lost packets during this period
(between 10 and 30 sec or between the 293th sent block and the 959th sent
block) can be observed. The consequent increment in the number of added
redundancy packets is also shown.

Figures, fig. 5.18 and fig. 5.19 show a zoom of the critic zones, when
the channel loss probability increases from 0.03 to 0.1 and when it decreases
towards the initial value 0.03.
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Figure 5.17: Number of header packets and lost packets per block for variable
channel loss probability

It can be noticed that all controllers behaves properly in this situation,
increasing the amount of redundancy packets to add when the amount of
lost packets per block increases, and decreasing it when the amount of lost
packets decreases. The behavior of the PI-controller in this case is also the
smoothest one.
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Figure 5.18: Number of header packets and lost packets per block for variable
channel loss probability. Zoom

The behavior of the three controllers is compared again by using the
number of lost packets, the number of discarded blocks and the total excess
header value through the whole simulation time.
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Figure 5.19: Number of header packets and lost packets per block for variable
channel loss probability. Zoom

Fig 5.20 shows the number of lost packets for the three controllers and
also for the particular case when AFEC mechanism is not used. They are
quite similar, overall in the case of the proportional controller and the PI-
controller that behave in the same way, affecting consequently the initial
packet loss distribution in a similar way.
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Figure 5.20: Total number of lost packets for variable channel loss probabil-
ity

Using PI-controller, for similar number of lost packets on the whole sim-
ulation, less blocks are discarded, 51 discarded blocks, compared with the
65 blocks discarded when the proportional controller is used. The amount of
excess header value is smaller when PI-controller is used. Therefore, using
the PI-controller the best results are achieved. See figures, Fig. 5.21 and
Fig. 5.22.
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Note that the number of dismissed blocks if no AFEC mechanism is used
is quite bigger than the number of dismissed blocks using any of the studied
controllers. See figure 5.21.
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Figure 5.21: Total number of dismissed blocks for variable channel loss
probability
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Figure 5.22: Total header excess value for variable channel loss probability

Even if there has been an increment in the channel loss probability, the
error function for the P-controller and the PI-controller remains stable and
small. This error function is almost always equal to 0 ranging form −0.05
to 0.05.
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Looking at figures, fig. 5.23 and fig. 5.24 can be noticed that both
controllers respond properly. Notice that the sum of all the past errors
when using PI-controller also remains stable.
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Figure 5.23: Block probabilities and error function for P-controller and PI-
controller. Variable channel loss probability
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Figure 5.24: Error function and total sum of all past errors using PI-
controller
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5.4 Experiment 4. Congestion–based situation(competitive
traffic)

In this last experiment, congestion-based situation, 4 competitive sources
are linked to the node n3, see Fig. 4.7. The competitive traffic has the
same characteristics than the studied one but the AFEC mechanism is not
included. This competitive traffic has been activated in the period of time
between 10 sec and 13 sec or said in another terms, between the 308th and
400th sent blocks.

The channel loss probability through all the simulation is shown in the
next figure, Fig. 5.25 where it can be noticed that this channel loss proba-
bility is different to 0 when the competitive sources are active.
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Figure 5.25: Channel loss probability in a congestion-based situation
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The number of lost packets per block, the number of redundancy packets
added per block and a pointer indicating whether a block has been discarded
or not, are shown in figure 5.26
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Figure 5.26: Number of header packets and lost packets per block in a
congestion-based situation
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In this figure it can be noticed that for the PI-controller an undesired fluc-
tuation on the number of redundancy packets appears when the competitive
traffic sources turn active. This fluctuation can be reduced by decreasing
the integral gain β. In section 4.3.3 the values γ = 130 and β = 115 were
chosen. Now, the new value for the second one is β = 100. Using this value
the undesired fluctuations are reduced but no eliminated. See Fig. 5.27
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Figure 5.27: Number of header packets and lost packets per block in a
congestion-based situation decreasing β to 100.

In the rest of simulation, values γ = 130 and β = 100 for the PI-controller
are considered.

The behavior if the three controllers in this congestion-based situation is
also compared by using the number of lost packets, the number of discarded
blocks and the total excess header value through the whole simulation.

The total number of lost packets for the three controllers as well as for
a situation where no AFEC mechanism is included are shown in figure 5.28.
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Figure 5.28: Total number of lost packets in a congestion-based situation

The total number of dismissed blocks for the three controllers as well as
for a situation where no AFEC mechanism is included are shown in figure
5.29.
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Figure 5.29: Total number of dismissed blocks in a congestion-based situa-
tion

Finally, the total header excess is shown in figure 5.30.
From these three figures, fig 5.28, fig 5.29 and fig 5.30 it can be de-

duced that also in this congestion based situation the number of dismissed
blocks when AFEC in mechanism is used is smaller than when it is not.
PI-controller in this case discard more blocks than P-controller, 9 against
6 nevertheless, using the PI-controller the amount of wasted redundancy
packets is smaller, 506 waste packets against the 599 packets wasted with
Proportional controller.

In this case the error function for the P-controller and the PI-controller
is less stable than for the variable channel loss probability in a link. This
fact is expectable since the losses caused by the competitive traffic are less
uniform that the losses caused by a loss probability in a link.
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Figure 5.30: Total header excess value in a congestion-based situation
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future
Work

AFEC mechanism is an attractive solution to provide more reliability to
real-time applications that use UDP as transport protocol. The experiments
shown in different scenarios that the amount of discarded blocks is always
smaller when AFEC mechanism is used. The drawback is that more packets
are sent and consequently the network load increase. Therefore, use this
method is interesting only when there are loss probability after decoding
constraints and the increased load of the network is not important.

Also it is noticeable that in scenarios with constant number of lost
packets per block, using the on-off controller the best results are achieved,
whereas in the rest of the scenarios proportional controller and PI-controller
reacts more properly. Comparing Proportional controller and PI-controller,
most of times the last one behaves in a nicer way providing a smoother
response than the proportional controller.

To solve the problem of the quantization mentioned in section 5.1 an
adaptive updating of the desired block loss probability as a function of the
estimated one could be introduced.

When the statistics about the number of exceeding header packets and
number of dismissed blocks among others are collected it could be better
to run several simulations with different seeds and then take the average to
improve the accuracy.

Finally other controllers could be studied to improve the number of dis-
carded blocks and decrease the wasted header packets.
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Appendix A

Used Tools and programs

Different programming languages and tools are used in this thesis:

• Ns-2. Network Simulator version 2. It is an object oriented simulator[22].
It uses two different programming languages: OTcl and C++.

The network topology that should be simulated using ns-2 is written
in Otcl language. Therefore, ns-2 basically is an Otcl interpreter with
network objets libraries [23].

Objects are written in C++ programming language and are invoked
in an Otcl script. For example, when ns-2 interpreter executes the
command ”set source0 [new Agent/UDP]” in an Otcl script, the C++
routine UDP agent class is invoked. Therefore, it is easy for the user
to create a network topology using ns-2 because in an Otcl script, the
objects such as nodes, sources, sinks only need to be instantiated.

Most of times, the objects needed for a particular topology are already
defined and they are available in ns-2 libraries. Some of these objects
are: RED queues, Udp sources, Tcp sources, CBR traffic sources, Ex-
ponential traffic sources, error models.. among others. Nevertheless,
if some new objects need be created or already existent objects need
be modified, C++ programming have to be used.

To obtain more information about ns-2 have a look to the ns-2 user
manual accessible form the web page
”http://www.isi.edu/nsnam/ns/tutorial/index.html”.

• ”Nam” tool. ”Nam” is a Network animator tool for network simulation
[24].

Usually ”nam” uses the topology information contained in the output
trace files generated by ns-2 to animate the topology.

Thus, the user can see in a graphical way the network topology and
then can also run the simulation.
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One example of the ”nam” animation is in fig. 4.6. In this figure the
Network topology used to simulate the UDP/FEC scenario studied in
this thesis is shown.

• ”Matlab” (MAtrix LABoratory). ”Matlab” is a program used to make
numerical calculations with vectors and matrices. It is an excellent
tool for making graphics of numerical results, this is one of its most
attractive features. An interesting Matlab-tutorial is available in the
web-page:
”http://www.cs.brown.edu/courses/cs195-5/Tutorials/MatlabTutorial/home.html”

”Matlab” is used in this thesis only to plot the results obtained with
the Network Simulator ns-2.

A.1 Brief explication about how to use and com-
pile the programs and how obtain the results

This chapter tries to briefly explain how to simulate UDP/FEC system
proposed in this thesis following some important steps:

1. The first step is to install ns-2. All the steps to install ns-2 are given
in Nicolas Christin web page
”http://www.sims.berkeley.edu/ christin/ns-cygwin.shtml”. Also in
this web page there is a link to freely download ns-2 and another
one to ns-users mailing-list.

2. Once you have ns-2 installed in your computer, you probably want
to start creating a network topology. Network topologies that shall
be simulated with ns-2, have to be written in Otcl programming lan-
guage. The manual to program in Otcl is freely available on the web
pages ”http://www.isi.edu/nsnam/ns/doc/everything.html” and
”http://www.isi.edu/nsnam/ns/tutorial/index.html”. I strongly rec-
ommend the second one in the beginning, because it is very easy to
follow.

3. To edit an OTcl script you can use ”emacs” editor among others.
Launch ”emacs” program from ns-2 home path, probably it is some-
thing similar to ” /cygwin/ns-allinone-2.26/ns-2.26”.

4. As has been explained in the beginning of this appendix, OTcl is an
object oriented simulator. It means that it uses object libraries. There-
fore, if you need agents that are not already created and are not in
ns-2 libraries or you want to modify already existent ones you should
do it using C++ programming language. A very useful C++ manual
is available in the web page:
”http://www.desy.de/gna/html/cc/Tutorial/tutorial.html”.
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5. Once you have written an Otcl script, ”*.tcl” file, save it in the ns-2
home path.

6. To simulate your *.tcl network topology :

• If you have only used already existent objects from the ns-2 li-
braries (as UDP agents or TCP agents), you are ready to simulate
it by just typing in the ns-2 home path shell : ”./ns *.tcl” ,see
figure. A.1

Figure A.1: Simulate a network topology NET.tcl

• If you have modified already existent objects or created new ones
you should first compile the ”*.cc” files.
By typing ”make” in the shell, all the files indicated in the ”make-
file” file are compiled. Therefore, if you only have modified an
already existent agent you only need to type ”make” in the shell,
see figure. A.2 but if you have created a new one ”NEWAG-
NET.cc” then you should add it to the ”makefile” file, thus when
the system run the ”make” command it will know that it has to
compile also your implementation file ”NEWAGENT.cc”.

Figure A.2: Compile the object files *.cc

Find the ”makefile” file, it is probably in the ns-2 home path
:” /cygwin/ns-allinone-2.26/ns-2.26”. Open this ”makefile” with
”emacs” text editor. Include your object file in the ”OBJ CC”
section: ”OBJ CC=NEWAGENT.ö. Save the changes done in
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the ”makefile”. Now you can type the ”make” command to com-
pile your implementation file, ”NEWAGENT.cc”.
Remember that whenever you introduce a new variable or a new
function in a ”*.cc” file you should update the respective ”*.h”file.
The ”*.h” file is the header file, in this file all the variables and
functions used by the respective implementation file, the ”*.cc”
file, are declared.

If you need to change some initial values for an object or add a initial
value for a new C++ variable, you have to update the ”ns-default”
file. In this file all the initial values are stored for all the variables used
by all the objects in the ”ns-library”. If in some object.cc a variable
is not initialized as should be, then this variable takes the initial value
given in the ”ns-default” file. The ”ns-default” file can be found in the
path ” /ns-2.26/tcl/lib” and can be edited also by launching ”emacs”
program.

7. Once you have simulate your ”*.tcl” network topology probably you
would like to check the results.

• To see the topology, launch the ”nam” tool either from the ”*.tcl”
file, see appendix D, or from the ns-2 home path by typing :
”./nam”. See figure. A.3.

Figure A.3: Launch nam tool to see the network topology

figure. A.3
For instance, one topology used in this thesis is shown in fig.
A.4 using ”nam” tool. Note that ”nam” also allows to run the
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network topology.

Figure A.4: Nam output topology

• To plot the results is advisable to use ”Matlab” program.
First save the results in a output trace file ”RESULTS.tr”, see
Appendix D, and then take this files as input files to plot with
Matlab. See appendix E.

8. Finally, remember that whenever you want to change some value in
your *.cc implementation file you have to compile it before run a sim-
ulation with ns-2, otherwise you will always obtain the same results
even if you change the *.cc file.

As an example, all the steps followed in this thesis to simulate the
UDP/FEC scenario are detailed as follows:

1. Install ns-2 program following the steps indicated on Nicolas Christin
web page.

2. Edit the implementation files ”Udp.cc” and ”lossmonitor.cc”.

3. Add the FEC mechanism to them. See Appendix B and C to see the
hole code.

4. Rename them as ”transmitterFEC.cc” and ”receiverFEC.cc” respec-
tively.

5. Add the object files ” transmitterFEC.o” and ”receiverFEC.o” to the
”makefile”file.

6. Compile them by typing in the shell ”make” command.

7. Create the network topology ”AFECschema.tcl” using Otcl program-
ming language. See the code in appendix D.
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8. Initialize the new C++ variables added in ”transmitterFEC.cc” by
editing the ns-default file. No new variables need to be initialized for
the ”receiverFEC.cc” agent. The added code is :

For "transmitterFEC.cc" agent:
Agent/FEC set lost\_b\_ 0
Agent/FEC set datablock\_ 16
Agent/FEC set h\_ 0
Agent/FEC set blockstart\_ 0
Agent/FEC set loss\_ 0
Agent/FEC set lostblock\_ 0
Agent/FEC set d\_ 0
Agent/FEC set lossprob\_ 0.
Agent/FEC set rec\_ 0
Agent/FEC set prob\_ 0.01

9. Run the created network Topology ”AFECschema.tcl” in ns-2 by typ-
ing in the shell ”./ns AFECschema.tcl”

10. Finally check the results. Plot the results stored on the output files
out0.tr, out1.tr and out2.tr using matlab. See appendix E for more
detail.
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Appendix B

Transmitter C++ Code

#ifndef lint static const char rcsid[] =
"@(#) $Header: /usr/src/mash/repository/vint/ns-2/udp.cc,
v 1.15 1999/02/18 02:19:25 yuriy Exp $ (Xerox)";

#endif

#include "irenesenderparte2.h"
#include "rtp.h"
#include"random.h"
#include "queue-monitor.h"
#include "math.h"
#include "stdio.h"
#include "stdlib.h"

static class FECAgentClass : public TclClass
{

public:
FECAgentClass() : TclClass("Agent/FEC") {}
TclObject* create(int, const char*const*) {
return (new FECAgent());

}
int adapt(int lost, int datab);

protected:
int datablock_; /* Packets per block */
int h_; /* Redundancy per block also called header value*/
int d_;/*Header value before it is updated in adapt function*/
int block_; /*Total number of packets per block included the header*/
int blockstart_; /* Sequence number where current block started */
int lost_b_; /*Number of lost packets in current block*/
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int loss_; /* Total number of losses, for statistics. */
int total_; /* Total number of packets that should be received*/
double totallossprob_;/*Total loss probability with

/*a given control system*/
int lostblock_;/*Indicator of the lost of a block*/
int rec_;/*Show when a packet has been received*/
double lossprob_;/*Channel loss probability (experimental)*/
double prob_;/*Loss probability of the channel*/
int fact;/*Variable where the factorial value for the calculation

/* of probblockest_ is stored*/
double probblockest_;/*Estimation of the loss probability of a block*/
double probblockdes_;/*Desired loss probability of a block*/
double error_;/*Variable where is stored probblockest_-probblockdes_*/
double gamma_;/*Proportional system constant*/
int betta_;/*Integral system constant*/
double hincr_;/*Value for the updating of the redundancy*/
int h0_;/*Initial value for the header(the redundancy)*/
int count_;/*Total number of lost blocks*/
int value_;/*Variable used to decide which kind of control system is chosen*/
double addition_;/*Variable where the sum of all the errors is stored*/
double totalsum_;/*Result of the"integral" part for the PI control system*/
int memoryloss[12];/*Memory for loss probability estimation*/
int memoryblock[12];/*Memory for loss probability estimation*/
double last_packet_;
double temp_;
double relation_;/*Intermediate variable*/
double percentage_;/*Excess of header*/

} class_FEC_agent;

FECAgent::FECAgent() : Agent(PT_UDP), seqno_(-1)/*,
FECTimer(this)*/ {

int i;

printf("entra en el sender\n");
fflush(stdout);
printf("Which kind of control system do you want to use:\n
-In case you want to use on-off system ,write:1.\n
-In case you want to use Proportional system,write:2\n
-Finally if you want to use the Proportional-integral system write:3.\n");
fflush(stdout);
scanf("%d",&value_);
printf("value_=%d\n",value_);
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if((value_ !=1)&&(value_ !=2)&&(value_ !=3))
{

printf("Wrong value introduced, you must choose
between on-off system:1,Proportional system:2 or
Proportional-integral system:3. Try again");

exit(0);
}

fflush(stdout);
datablock_=16;
h_=0;
block_=16;
h0_=0;
d_=0;
blockstart_=0;
total_=0;
loss_=0;
lossprob_=0.0;
totallossprob_=0.0;
probblockest_=0.0;
probblockdes_=0.005;
lostblock_=0;
rec_=0;
fact=0;
hincr_=0.0;
gamma_=0.0;
betta_=0;
count_=0;
addition_=0.0;
totalsum_=0.0;
error_=0.0;
last_packet_=0.0;
temp_=0.0;
relation_=0.0;
percentage_=0.0;
for(i=0;i<12;i++)

{
memoryloss[i]=0;
memoryblock[i]=16;
}

//bind allows the interpreted variables and the compiled
//variables to access to the same data.

bind("packetSize_",&size_);
bind("datablock_",&datablock_);
bind("lost_b_",&lost_b_);
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bind("h_",&h_);
bind("totallossprob_",&totallossprob_);
bind("rec_",&rec_);
bind("lostblock_",&lostblock_);
bind("d_",&d_);
bind("lossprob_",&lossprob_);
bind("prob_",&prob_);
bind("count_",&count_);
bind("value_",&value_);
bind("probblockest_",&probblockest_);
bind("probblockdes_",&probblockdes_);
bind("error_",&error_);
bind("hincr_",&hincr_);
bind("total_",&total_);
bind("loss_",&loss_);
bind("percentage_",&percentage_);
bind("relation_",&relation_);
bind("totalsum_",&totalsum_);

}

FECAgent::FECAgent(packet_t type) : Agent(type) {
bind("packetSize_",&size_);
bind("datablock__",&datablock_);
bind("lost_b_",&lost_b_);
bind("h_",&h_);

}

void FECAgent::reset() {
int i;
datablock_=16;
h_=0;
h0_=0;
block_=16;
blockstart_=0;
seqno_=-1;
total_=0;
rec_=0;
for(i=0;i<12;i++)

{
memoryloss[i]=0;
memoryblock[i]=16;

}
}
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int FECAgent::command(int argc, const char*const* argv) {
Tcl& tcl = Tcl::instance();
char temp[8];
if (argc == 2) {

if (strcmp(argv[1], "reset") == 0) {
reset();
return (TCL_OK);

}
if (strcmp(argv[1], "geth") == 0) {

tcl.resultf("%d ",h_);
return (TCL_OK);

}
if (strcmp(argv[1], "getdata") == 0) {

tcl.resultf("%d ",datablock_);
return (TCL_OK);

}
else

return (TCL_ERROR);
}
return (Agent::command(argc,argv));

}
// This function calculates the factorial(n,m).This value will be used
//later to calculate the estimated block loss probability.
int FECAgent::n_over_m(int n,int m) {

if (m > n)
return -1;

if((m == n)||(m==0))
return 1;

else
return n_over_m(n-1,m-1)+ n_over_m(n-1,m);

}

// This function is called whenever a block has
// been totally received by the receiver.

int FECAgent::adapt(int lost,int datab,FECSink * sink) {
int haux_;
int i;
temp_=last_packet_;
last_packet_ = Scheduler::instance().clock();
//In last_packet_ is stored the moment in which
//the adapt function has been called.
temp_=last_packet_-temp_;
//In the variable temp_ is stored the time between the
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//reception of two blocks.
rec_++; // Variable where the total number of received blocks are store.
//lost and datab are values sent by the receiver.It is the feedback
//information. This feedback information is stored in sender’s variables.
lost_b_=lost;//Number of lost packets in the just received block.
block_=datab;//Total number of packets per block included the header.
loss_=loss_+lost; //Total number of losses in all the received

//blocks.
total_=total_+ block_; //Total number of packets that should be received
//The memory vector is shifted one position to the right in order to add
//in the first position the values for the last received block without
//lose any information.
for(i=11;i>0;i--)

{
memoryloss[i]=memoryloss[i-1];
memoryblock[i]=memoryblock[i-1];

}
//The number of lost packets and the total number of sent packets in the
//just received block is stored in the first position of the memory vector.
memoryloss[0]=lost;
memoryblock[0]=datab;
// The channel loss probability is calculated based on the loss
//information of the last 12 received blocks.
lossprob_=0.0;
for(i=0;i<=11;i++)

{
if(memoryblock[i]!=0)

{
lossprob_+=(double)memoryloss[i]/(double)memoryblock[i];

}
}

lossprob_=(double)lossprob_/(double)(i);//Experimental loss probability
totallossprob_=(double)loss_/(double)total_;//Total loss probability

if(value_==1) // On-off system has been chosen
{

//Store the header value in the variable d_ before change it.
d_=h_;
if (lost_b_>d_)

{
lostblock_=1;
count_++;

}
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if (lost_b_>d_)
{

h_=h_+1;
block_=datablock_+h_;

}
if (lost_b_< d_&&(d_>=1))

{
h_=h_-1;
block_=datablock_+h_;
lostblock_=0;

}
if (lost_b_==d_)

{
lostblock_=0;
block_=datablock_+h_;

}
//In the variable relation_ is stored the excess of header value,
//it is used for compare the behavior of the three control systems.
relation_+=(double)h_-(double)lost_b_;
percentage_=(double)h_-(double)lost_b_;

}
if((value_==2)||(value_==3) )

// Proportional system or Proportional-integral system have
//been chosen.
//There are some common calculation for both systems.
{

int i=0;
//Estimation of the block loss probability based on
//the channel loss probability.
probblockest_=0.0;
while (i<= datablock_-1)

{
fact=n_over_m((datablock_+h_),i);
probblockest_+=fact*(pow((1-lossprob_),i))*
*(pow(lossprob_,(datablock_+h_-i)))*
*((double)(datablock_+h_-i)/(double)(datablock_+h_));
i++;

}
d_=h_;
if (lost_b_ >h_ )

{
lostblock_=1;
count_++;

}
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if ((lost_b_< h_&&(h_>=1))||(lost_b_==h_))
lostblock_=0;

// Calculation of the error term e[k] as the difference
//between the estimated block loss probability calculated
//before and the desired block loss probability set at
//the beginning of the program.

if(value_==2)//Code for the Proportional system
system

{

gamma_=170; //Set the proportional constant.
haux_=h_-h0_;
//Increment header value calculation.
hincr_=(int)rint(gamma_*error_);
//Update the header value.
if(hincr_<0)

{
if(fabs(hincr_)<=(haux_))

{
hincr_=hincr_+haux_;
h_=h0_+hincr_;

}
else

h_=h0_;
}

else
{

hincr_=hincr_+haux_;
h_=h0_+hincr_;

}
//Update the number of packets to be sent per block.
block_=datablock_+h_;
relation_+=(double)h_-(double)lost_b_;
percentage_=(double)h_-(double)lost_b_;

}

if (value_==3) //Code for the Proportional-integral system

{
//Set the proportional and the integral constants.
gamma_=130;
betta_=115;
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haux_=h_-h0_;
//Sum of all the past error values.
addition_+=error_;
//Multiply the sum of all the past error values
//by the sample time.
totalsum_=temp_*addition_;
//Estimates the header increment value.
hincr_=(int)rint(gamma_*error_+ betta_*totalsum_);
//Update the header value.
if(hincr_<0)

{
if(fabs(hincr_)<=(haux_))

{
hincr_=hincr_+haux_;
h_=h0_+hincr_;

}
else

{
h_=h0_;

}
}

else
{

hincr_=hincr_+haux_;
h_=h0_+hincr_;

}
//Update the number of packets to be sent per block.
block_=datablock_+h_;
relation_+=(double)h_-(double)lost_b_;
percentage_=(double)h_-(double)lost_b_;

}
}

return h_;
}

void FECAgent::sendmsg(int nbytes, const char* flags)
{
Packet *p;

int n;
//Estimate the number of packets needed for send the application data.
if (size_)

n = nbytes / size_;
else

printf("Error: UDP size = 0\n");
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if (nbytes == -1)
{

printf("Error: sendmsg() for UDP should not be -1\n");
return;

}
double local_time =Scheduler::instance().clock();
while (n-- > 0)

{
//Introduce the sequence number in the RTP header.
//Create a packet."p" is a pointer to this created packet.
p = allocpkt();
//Access the RTP header in a packet pointed by "p".
hdr_rtp* rh = hdr_rtp::access(p);
//Fill the RTP header with the sequeence number.
rh->seqno() = ++seqno_;

if(seqno_==blockstart_+datablock_)
{

n+=h_;
blockstart_=seqno_+h_;

}
hdr_cmn::access(p)->timestamp() =

(u_int32_t)(SAMPLERATE*local_time);
//Send the packet.

target_->recv(p);
}

n = nbytes % size_;
//Send the last packet, which size is less that the others.
if (n > 0)

{
p = allocpkt();
hdr_cmn::access(p)->size() = n;
hdr_rtp* rh = hdr_rtp::access(p);
rh->flags() = 0;
rh->seqno() = ++seqno_;
hdr_cmn::access(p)->timestamp() =

(u_int32_t)(SAMPLERATE*local_time);
if (flags && (0 == strcmp(flags, "NEW_BURST")))

rh->flags() |= RTP_M;
//Send the packet.
target_->recv(p);
if(seqno_==blockstart_+datablock_)

{
n=h_;
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blockstart_=seqno_+h_;
while (n-->0)

{
p = allocpkt();
hdr_rtp* rh = hdr_rtp::access(p);
rh->seqno() = ++seqno_;
hdr_cmn::access(p)->timestamp() =
(u_int32_t)(SAMPLERATE*local_time);
target_->recv(p);

}
}

}

idle();
}
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Appendix C

Receiver C++ Code

#ifndef lint static const char rcsid[] =
"@(#) $Header: /usr/src/mash/repository/vint/ns-2/loss-monitor.cc,
v 1.14 1999/02/18 02:19:17 yuriy Exp $ (LBL)";

#endif

#include "agent.h"
#include "Tcl.h"
#include "packet.h"
#include "ip.h"
#include "rtp.h"
#include "irenesenderparte2.h"
#include "queue-monitor.h"

class FECSink : public Agent {
public:

FECSink();
int command(int argc, const char*const* argv);
void recv(Packet* pkt, Handler*);
void report(int lost, int data);
//void param(int db, int hh);

protected:
void newblock();
int nlost_; /*Total number of packets lost*/
int npkts_; /*Number of packets received*/
int expected_; /*The expected sequence number of the next packet*/
int bytes_; /*Number of bytes received*/
int seqno_; /*Sequence number of the received packets*/
double last_packet_time_;/*Temporal variable*/
int datablock; /* Total number of data packets per block */
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int block; /*Total number of packets per block*/
int h; /* Redundancy per block */
int blockstart; /* Sequence number where current block started */
int lost_b; /* Number of lost packets in current block */
int accumuledlosses;/*If there are a burst of losses bigger than a

/*block, the losses of the next block should be
/*taken into account for lost_b in next block*/

int blockreceived; /*Variable that indicates when a block has been
/*received even thought there are a burst of losses*/

FECAgent* sender;

};

static class FECSinkClass : public TclClass { public:
FECSinkClass() : TclClass("Agent/FECSink") {}
TclObject* create(int, const char*const*) {

return (new FECSink());
}

} class_FEC_sink;

FECSink::FECSink() : Agent(PT_NTYPE) {
bytes_ = 0;
nlost_ = 0;
npkts_ = 0;
expected_ = 0;
last_packet_time_ = 0.0;
seqno_ = 0;
datablock = 16;
block=16;
h=0;
blockstart=0;
lost_b=0;
accumuledlosses=0;
blockreceived=0;
bind("nlost_", &nlost_);
bind("npkts_", &npkts_);
bind("bytes_", &bytes_);
bind("lastPktTime_", &last_packet_time_);
bind("expected_", &expected_);

}

void FECSink::recv(Packet* pkt, Handler*) {
//Extract the sequence namber value from the RTP header.
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//Access the RTP header.
hdr_rtp* rh = hdr_rtp::access(pkt);
//Store SEQ value in the seqno_ variable.
seqno_ = rh->seqno();
bytes_ += hdr_cmn::access(pkt)->size();
//Increase the received packets counter.
++npkts_;
/*Check for losses*/

int loss = seqno_ - expected_;

if (loss > 0) {
nlost_ += loss;/*Total number of lost packets*/
//Check if the losses comprise more than one block.
if(seqno_<=(blockstart+block))

{
lost_b += loss;
accumuledlosses=0;

}
else

{
lost_b += blockstart+block-expected_;
//Store the number of losses for the next block.
accumuledlosses=seqno_-(blockstart+block);
//A block has been received.
blockreceived=1;

}
}
last_packet_time_ = Scheduler::instance().clock();
//Check whether a block has been totally received or not.
if ((seqno_==blockstart+block)||(blockreceived==1))

{
newblock();
blockreceived=0;

}
//Increase the expected SEQ whenever a new packet is received.
expected_ = seqno_ + 1;
Packet::free(pkt);

}

int FECSink::command(int argc, const char*const* argv) {
Tcl & tcl = Tcl::instance();
if (argc == 2) {

if (strcmp(argv[1], "clear") == 0) {
expected_ = -1;
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return (TCL_OK);
}

}
else if (argc == 3) {

if (strcmp(argv[1], "sender") == 0) {
if (*argv[2] == ’0’) {

sender=0;
return (TCL_OK);

}
sender=(FECAgent*)TclObject::lookup(argv[2]);
if(sender==0) {

tcl.resultf("no such object %s", argv[2]);
return (TCL_ERROR);

}
return (TCL_OK);

}
}
return (Agent::command(argc, argv));

}

void FECSink::report(int lost, int datab) {
int h_n;
//Send the feedback information to the sender
//and update the header value.
h_n=sender->adapt(lost,datab,this);
//Update the number of packets that should
//be received per block.
block=block+h_n-h;
h=h_n;

}
//When a block is totally received, the feedback
//information should be forward to the sender so,
//the function report() is called.ALso the sequence
//number where next block will start should be updated
//as well as stored the losses that had
//been accumulated from the last block.
void FECSink::newblock() {

blockstart+=block;
report(lost_b,block);
lost_b=accumuledlosses;

}
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Appendix D

Otcl Code

#Set the constant values used in the program
set buffer 300
set BW 2Mb
set delay 100ms
set prob_ 0.03
set queuet RED

#Create a simulator object
set ns [new Simulator]
set nf [open out.nam w]
$ns namtrace-all $nf
$ns trace-all $nh

#Open the output file
set f0 [open out0.tr w]

#Create 3 nodes
set n0 [$ns node]
set n3 [$ns node]
set n4 [$ns node]

#create the trace file for the dropped packets

set td [open drop.tr w]
set to1 [$ns create-trace Drop $td $n0 $n3]

#Create 4 "competitive" sources

#for {set i 0} {$i < 4} {incr i} {
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#set n($i) [$ns node]
#$ns duplex-link $n($i) $n3 1Mb 100ms DropTail
#$ns duplex-link-op $n($i) $n3 orient left-down
#}

#Connect the nodes
$ns duplex-link $n0 $n3 $BW $delay $queuet
$ns queue-limit $n0 $n3 $buffer

$ns duplex-link $n3 $n4 $BW $delay $queuet
$ns queue-limit $n3 $n4 $buffer

#Orient the links.
$ns duplex-link-op $n3 $n4 orient right
$ns duplex-link-op $n0 $n3 orient down

#Define a ’finish’ procedure proc finish {} {
global f0 f1 f2 td
global ns nf
$ns flush-trace
close $nf
exec nam out.nam &

#Close the output files
close $f0
close $td
exit 0

}

#Define a procedure that attaches a UDP agent to a previously
created node ’node#’ and attaches a CBR traffic generator to the
agent with the characteristic values ’size’ for packet size and
’rate’ for burst peak rate. The procedure connects the source with
the previously defined traffic sink ’sink’ and returns the source
object.

proc attach-CBR-traffic {source node sink size rate } {
#Get an instance of the simulator
set ns [Simulator instance]
$ns attach-agent $node $source
#Create a constan bit rate traffic
set traffic [new Application/Traffic/CBR]
$traffic set packet-size $size
$traffic set rate $rate
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#Attach the traffic agent to the traffic source
$traffic attach-agent $source
#Connect the source and the sink
$ns connect $source $sink
$sink sender $source
return $traffic
}

#Define a procedure which periodically records the sender data
received of the traffic source fec0 and write them to the output
files f0.

proc record {} {
global sink0 fec0
global f0

#Get an instance of the simulator
set ns [Simulator instance]

#Set the time after which the procedure should be called again
set time 0.01

#Indicator of the lost of a block
set loss0 [$fec0 set lostblock_]

#Header value before be changed in adapt()function
set d0 [$fec0 set d_]

#Lost packets in the actual block
set l0 [$fec0 set lost_b_]

#Header value after be changed in adapt()function
set h0 [$fec0 set h_]

#Incremental header value used to update the final header value
set inc0 [$fec0 set hincr_]

#Amount of received bytes used for bandwidth calculations
set bw0 [$sink0 set bytes_]

#Experimental channel loss probability
set prob0 [$fec0 set lossprob_]

#Settting channel loss probability
set probd0 [$fec0 set prob_]
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#Total number of dismissed blocks
set count0 [$fec0 set count_]

#Total number of received blocks
set block0 [$fec0 set rec_]

#Total number of lost packets
set losspacket0 [$fec0 set loss_]

#Total number of sent packets
set total0 [$fec0 set total_]

#Estimated block loss probability
set estblockprob1 [$fec1 set probblockest_]

#Desired block loss probability
set desblockprob1 [$fec1 set probblockdes_]

#Error(difference between probblockest_ and probblockdes_)
set error1 [$fec1 set error_]

#Total loss probability (total lost packets/total sent packets)
set totalprob0 [$fec0 set totallossprob_]

#Header excess per block
set per0 [$fec0 set percentage_]

#Total amount of header excess
set exc0 [$fec0 set relation_]

#Value of the total sum for the integral part of PI-control system
set tot2 [$fec2 set totalsum_]

#Get the current time
set now [$ns now]

#Write the data to the files(results). This files later will be
the input files to "Matlab". Whit this program the result will be
plot.

set BW 2
puts $f0 "$now $loss0 $d0 $l0 $h0 $inc0 [expr $bw0/$time*8/1000000]

$BW $prob0 $probd0 $count0 $block0 $losspacket0 $total0
$totalprob0 $per0 $exc0 "
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#Reset the bytes_ values on the traffic sinks
$sink0 set bytes_ 0

#Re-schedule the procedure
$ns at [expr $now+$time] "record"

}

#Create three traffic sinks and attach them to the node n4
set sink0 [new Agent/FECSink]

$ns attach-agent $n4 $sink0

#Create three traffic sources
set fec0 [new Agent/FEC]
$fec0 setclass_ 1
set source0 [attach-CBR-traffic $fec0 $n0 $sink0 200 140k]

#Create 4 traffic sinks, 4 traffic sources and attach them. #This
traffic sources and sink represent the "competitive" traffic.

#for {set i 0} {$i < 4} {incr i} {
#set sink($i) [new Agent/FECSink]
#$ns attach-agent $n4 $sink($i)
#set fec($i) [new Agent/FEC]
#$fec($i) set class_ 4
#set source($i)[attach-CBR-traffic $fec($i) $n($i) $sink($i) 200 140k]
#}

#Choose the color for the different traffic sources in the nam
viewer

$ns color 1 Blue
$ns color 2 Red
$ns color 3 Green
$ns color 4 Yellow

#Create the error model.The loss probability is introduced in the
link between nodes n3 and n4. So, this link becomes the bottleneck
link.

set em_ [new ErrorModel] $em_ set markecn_ false $em_ unit pkt
$em_ set rate_ $prob_ $em_ set ranvar [new RandomVariable/Uniform]
set lossylink_ [$ns link $n3 $n4] $em_ drop-target $to1
$lossylink_ install-error $em_
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#Start logging the obtained data.
$ns at 0.0 "record"

#Start the traffic sources
$ns at 1.0 "$source0 start"

#Change the loss probability of the bottleneck link in the inteval
between 10.0 and 40.0 seg. Thus, it can be check whether the
system reacts properly to this change or not.

#$ns at 10.0 "$fec0 set prob_ 0.05"
#$ns at 40.0 "$fec0 set prob_ 0.01"
#$ns at 10.0 "$em_ set rate_ 0.05"
#$ns at 40.0 "$em_ set rate_ 0.01"

#Stop the traffic sources
$ns at 50.0 "$source0 stop"

#Start and Stop the 4 "competing" sources.
#for {set i 0} {$i < 4}incr i} {
#$ns at 10.0 "$source($i) start"
#$ns at 30.0 "$source($i) stop"
#}

#Call the finish procedure after 51 seconds simulation time
$ns at 51.0 "finish"

#Run the simulation
$ns run
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Appendix E

Matlab File FEC.m

%%%%% Matlab File FEC.m , it is used to visualize the results %%%%%%%%

close all;
clear all;
%load the "*.tr" output files from ns-2.
load out0.tr;
load out1.tr;
load out2.tr;
load noAFEC.tr
t=noAFEC(:,1);
sinfec=noAFEC(:,11);
totalblockenv=noAFEC(:,12);
totallostpackets=noAFEC(:,13);

%Store the results from the output files "*.tr" in "matlab variables".

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% On-Off controller data %%%%%%%%%%%%%%

t1=out0(:,1);
%Indicator of the loss of a block
receivedblock1=out0(:,2); block1=(0.3)*out0(:,2);
%Header value before be changed in the adapt() function
d_1=out0(:,3);
%Number of lost packets in the actual block
loss1=out0(:,4);
%Header value after be changed in the adapt() function
h_1=out0(:,5);
%Header increment
hincr1=out0(:,6);
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%Calculated bandwidth
bandwidth1=out0(:,7);
%Set bandwidth
bandwidth10=out0(:,8);
%Experimental channel loss probability
lossprob1=out0(:,9);
%Setting channel loss probability
lossprob10=out0(:,10);
%Total number of dismissed blocks
totalperdidos1=out0(:,11);
%Total number of received blocks
totalblockenv1=out0(:,12);
%Total number of lost packets
totallostpackets1=out0(:,13);
%Total number of sent packets
totalenv1=out0(:,14);
%Total loss probability
totalprob1=out0(:,15);
%Header excess per block
percentage1=out0(:,16);
%Total amount of header excess
excesototal1=out0(:,17);
%Channel loss probability mean
average_loss1=mean(out0(:,9));
%Excess mean
average_header_excess1=mean(percentage1)

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Proportional controller data %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

t2=out1(:,1);
receivedblock2=out1(:,2);
block2=(0.3)*out1(:,2);
d_2=out1(:,3);
loss2=out1(:,4);
h_2=out1(:,5);
hincr2=out1(:,6);
bandwidth2=out1(:,7);
bandwidth20=out1(:,8);
lossprob2=out1(:,9);
lossprob20=out1(:,10);
totalperdidos2=out1(:,11);
totalblockenv2=out1(:,12);
totallostpackets2=out1(:,13);
totalenv2=out1(:,14);
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estblockprob2=out1(:,15);
desblockprob2=out1(:,16);
error2=out1(:,17);
totalprob2=out1(:,18);
percentage2=out1(:,19);
excesototal2=out1(:,20);
average_loss2=mean(out1(:,9));
average_header_excess2=mean(percentage2)

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Proportional-integral controller data %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

t3=out2(:,1);
receivedblock3=out2(:,2);
block3=(0.3)*out2(:,2);
d_3=out2(:,3);
loss3=out2(:,4);
h_3=out2(:,5);
hincr3=out2(:,6);
bandwidth3=out2(:,7);
bandwidth30=out2(:,8);
lossprob3=out2(:,9);
lossprob30=out2(:,10);
totalperdidos3=out2(:,11);
totalblockenv3=out2(:,12);
totallostpackets3=out2(:,13);
totalenv3=out2(:,14);
estblockprob3=out2(:,15);
desblockprob3=out2(:,16);
error3=out2(:,17);
totalprob3=out2(:,18);
percentage3=out2(:,19);
excesototal3=out2(:,20);
totalsum3=out2(:,21);
average_loss3=mean(out2(:,9));
average_header_excess3=mean(percentage3)

%Plot the results

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

figure(1)
subplot(2,2,1);
plot(totalblockenv1,d_1,’r ’);
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hold on;
plot(totalblockenv1,loss1,’g’);
for i=1:length(receivedblock1)

if (receivedblock1(i,1)~=0)
plot(totalblockenv1(i,1),receivedblock1(i,1),’r *’);
end

end
xlabel(’Sent blocks’);
ylabel(’Packets’);
legend(’Number of header packets ’,’Lost of a block Yes=0.3,No=0’,
’Packets lost in the current block’);
title(’On-Off controller’);

subplot(2,2,2);
plot(totalblockenv2,d_2,’r ’);
hold on;
plot(totalblockenv2,loss2,’g’);
for i=1:length(receivedblock2)

if (receivedblock2(i,1)~=0)
plot(totalblockenv2(i,1),receivedblock2(i,1),’r *’);
end

end
xlabel(’Sent blocks’);
ylabel(’Packets’);
title(’Proportional controller’);

subplot(2,2,3);
plot(totalblockenv3,d_3,’r ’);
hold on;
plot(totalblockenv3,loss3,’g’);
for i=1:length(receivedblock3)

if (receivedblock3(i,1)~=0)
plot(totalblockenv3(i,1),receivedblock3(i,1),’r *’);
end

end
xlabel(’Sent blocks’);
ylabel(’Packets’);
title(’Proportional-integral controller’);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

figure(2)
subplot(2,2,1)
plot(totalblockenv1,bandwidth1,’b’);
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hold on;
plot(totalblockenv1,bandwidth10,’r ’);
xlabel(’Sent blocks’);
ylabel(’Bandwidth in Mb’);
legend(’Used bandwidth’,’Defined bandwidth’);
title(’On-Off controller’);

subplot(2,2,2);
plot(totalblockenv2,bandwidth2,’b’);
hold on;
plot(totalblockenv2,bandwidth20,’r ’);
xlabel(’Sent blocks’);
ylabel(’Bandwidth in Mb’);
title(’Proportional controller’);

subplot(2,2,3);
plot(totalblockenv3,bandwidth3,’b’);
hold on;
plot(totalblockenv3,bandwidth30,’r ’);
xlabel(’Sent blocks’);
ylabel(’Bandwidth in Mb’);
title(’Proportional-integral controller’);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

figure(3)
subplot(2,2,1);
plot(totalblockenv1,lossprob1,’b’);
hold on;
plot(totalblockenv1,lossprob10,’r ’);
xlabel(’Sent blocks’);
title(’On-Off controller’);
legend(’Obtained lost probability’,’Channel loss probability’);

subplot(2,2,2);
plot(totalblockenv2,lossprob2,’b’);
hold on;
plot(totalblockenv2,lossprob20,’r ’);
xlabel(’Sent blocks’);
title(’Proportional controller’);

subplot(2,2,3);
plot(totalblockenv3,lossprob3,’b’);
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hold on;
plot(totalblockenv3,lossprob30,’r ’);
xlabel(’Sent blocks’);
title(’Proportional-integral controller’);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Total number of dismissed blocks for the three sources,

figure(4)
plot(totalblockenv1,totalperdidos1,’g’);
xlabel(’Sent blocks’);
hold on;
plot(totalblockenv2,totalperdidos2,’r ’)
plot(totalblockenv3,totalperdidos3,’b’);
legend(’Total number of lost blocks , using On-Off controller’,
’Total number of lost blocks, using Proportional controller’,
’Total number of lost blocks, using Proportional-integral controller’);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

figure(5)
plot(totalblockenv1,totalprob1,’g’);
hold on;
plot(totalblockenv2,totalprob2,’r ’);
plot(totalblockenv3,totalprob3,’b’);
xlabel(’Sent blocks’);
legend(’Total loss probability , using On-Off controller’,
’Total loss probability, using Proportional controller’,
’Total loss probability, using Proportional-integral controller’);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

figure(6)
subplot(2,2,1);
plot(totalblockenv2,estblockprob2,’b’);
hold on;
plot(totalblockenv2,desblockprob2,’r ’);
plot(totalblockenv2,error2,’g’);
xlabel(’Sent blocks’);
title(’Proportional controller’);

subplot(2,2,2)
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hist(error2,20);
title(’Error distribution for Proportional controller’);

subplot(2,2,3);
plot(totalblockenv3,estblockprob3,’b’);
hold on;
plot(totalblockenv3,desblockprob3,’r ’);
plot(totalblockenv3,error3,’g’);
xlabel(’Sent blocks’);
title(’Proportional-integral controller’);
legend(’Estimated block probability);

subplot(2,2,4)
hist(error3,20);
title(’Error distribution for PI-controller’);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

figure(7)
subplot(2,2,1);
plot(totalblockenv1,d_1,’b’);
hold on;
plot(totalblockenv1,hincr1,’r ’);
plot(totalblockenv1,loss1,’g’);
xlabel(’Sent blocks’);
title(’On-Off controller’);
legend(’Header value h’,’Header increment hincr’,
’Number of lost blocks’);

subplot(2,2,2);
plot(totalblockenv2,d_2,’b’);
hold on;
plot(totalblockenv2,hincr2,’r ’);
plot(totalblockenv2,loss2,’g’);
xlabel(’Sent blocks’);
title(’Proportional controller’);

subplot(2,2,3);
plot(totalblockenv3,d_3,’b’);
hold on;
plot(totalblockenv3,hincr3,’r ’);
plot(totalblockenv3,loss3,’g’);
xlabel(’Sent blocks’);
title(’Proportional-integral controller’);
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

figure(8)
plot(totalblockenv1,hincr1,’k’);
hold on;
plot(totalblockenv2,hincr2,’m’);
plot(totalblockenv3,hincr3,’b’);
xlabel(’Sent blocks’);
legend(’Header increment, using On-Off controller’,
’Header increment, using Proportional controller’,
’Header increment, using Proportional-integral controller’);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

figure(9)
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(totalblockenv2,error2,’m’);
title(’Error, using Proportional controller’);
subplot(2,1,2)
plot(totalblockenv3,error3,’b’);
xlabel(’Sent blocks’);
Title(’Error, using Proportional-integral controller’);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

figure(10)
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(totalblockenv3,totalsum3,’b’);
title(’Total sum of all the past errors,

using PI-controller’);
xlabel(’Sent blocks’);
subplot(2,1,2)
plot(totalblockenv3,error3,’m’);
xlabel(’Sent blocks’);
title(’Error, using PI- controller’);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

figure(11)
plot(totalblockenv1,totalenv1,’g’);
hold on;
plot(totalblockenv2,totalenv2,’r ’);
plot(totalblockenv3,totalenv3,’b’);
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xlabel(’Sent blocks’);
legend(’Total number of sent packets, using On-Off controller’,
’Total number of sent packets, using Proportional controller’,
’Total number of sent packets, using Proportional-integral controller’);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

figure(12)
subplot(2,2,1);
plot(totalblockenv1,totalperdidos1,’g’);
xlabel(’Sent blocks’);
hold on;
plot(totalblockenv2,totalperdidos2,’r ’)
plot(totalblockenv3,totalperdidos3,’b’);
title(’Total number of dismissed blocks.’);

subplot(2,2,2);
plot(totalblockenv1,totalprob1,’g’);
hold on;
plot(totalblockenv2,totalprob2,’r ’);
plot(totalblockenv3,totalprob3,’b’);
xlabel(’Sent blocks’);
title(’Total Chanel loss probability.’);

subplot(2,2,3);
plot(totalblockenv1,totalblockenv1,’g’);
hold on;
plot(totalblockenv2,totalblockenv2,’r ’);
plot(totalblockenv3,totalblockenv3,’b’);
xlabel(’Sent blocks’);
title(’Total number of sent blocks.’);
legend(’On-Off controller’,’Proportional controller’,

’Proportional-integral controller’);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

figure(13)

plot(totalblockenv1,totallostpackets1,’g’);
xlabel(’Sent blocks’);
hold on;
plot(totalblockenv2,totallostpackets2,’r ’)
plot(totalblockenv3,totallostpackets3,’b ’);
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title(’Total number of lost packets.’);
legend(’Using On-Off Controller’,
’Using Proportional Controller’,
’Using PI-Controller’,
’No AFEC mechanism is used (182)’);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

figure(14)
subplot(2,2,1)
plot(totalblockenv1,percentage1,’g’);
xlabel(’Sent blocks’);
title(’Header excess per block, using On-Off controller ’);

subplot(2,2,2)
plot(totalblockenv2,percentage2,’r ’);
xlabel(’Sent blocks’);
title(’Header excess per block, using Proportional controller ’);

subplot(2,2,3)
plot(totalblockenv3,percentage3,’b’);
title(’Header excess per block, using Proportional-integral controller ’);
xlabel(’Sent blocks’);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

figure(15)

plot(totalblockenv1,excesototal1,’g’);
hold on;
plot(totalblockenv2,excesototal2,’r ’);
plot(totalblockenv3,excesototal3,’b’);
title(’Total value of header value excess’);
xlabel(’Sent blocks’);
legend(’Using On-Off Controller’,

’Using Proportional Controller’,
’Using PI-Controller’);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

figure(16)
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(average_header_excess1,’b *’);
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hold on;
plot(average_header_excess2,’r o’);
plot(average_header_excess3,’g s’);
title(’Average header excess’);
legend(’Using On-Off controller’,
’Using Proportional controller’,
’Using Proportional-integral controller’);

subplot(2,1,2)
plot(average_loss1,’b *’);
hold on;
plot(average_loss2,’r o’);
plot(average_loss3, ’g s’);
title(’Average channel loss probability’);
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